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Abstract
This thesis describes the development of a commercial machine vision system as a case
study for utilizing the Modular Reprogrammable Real-time Processing Hardware
(MORRPH ) board. The commercial system described in this thesis is based on a
prototype system that was developed as a test-bed for developing the necessary concepts
and algorithms. The prototype system utilized color linescan cameras, custom
framegrabbers, and standard PCs to color-sort red oak parts (staves). When a furniture
manufacturer is building a panel, very often they come from edge-glued paneled parts.
These are panels formed by gluing several smaller staves together along their edges to
form a larger panel. The value of the panel is very much dependent upon the “match” of
the individual staves—i.e. how well they create the illusion that the panel came from a
single board as opposed to several staves.

The prototype system was able to accurately classify staves based on color into classes
defined through a training process. Based on Trichromatic Color Theory, the system
developed a probability density function in 3-D color space for each class based on the
parts assigned to that class during training. While sorting, the probability density function
was generated for each scanned piece, and compared with each of the class probability
density functions. The piece was labeled the name of the class whose probability density
function it most closely matched. A “best-face” algorithm was also developed to arbitrate
between pieces whose top and bottom faces did not fall into the same classes. [1]
describes the prototype system in much greater detail.

In developing a commercial-quality machine vision system based on the prototype, the
primary goal was to improve throughput. A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-
based Custom Computing Machine (FCCM ) called the MORRPH was selected to
assume most of the computational burden, and increase throughput in the commercial
system. The MORRPH was implemented as an ISA-bus interface card, with a 3 x 2 array
of Processing Elements (PE). Each PE consists of an open socket which can be populated
with a Xilinx 4000 series FPGA, and an open support socket which can be populated with
support chips such as external RAM, math processors, etc.

In implementing the prototype algorithms for the commercial system, a partition was
created between those algorithms that would be implemented on the MORRPH board,
and those that would be left as implemented on the host PC. It was decided to implement
such algorithms as Field-Of-View operators, Shade Correction, Background Extraction,
Gray-Scale Channel Generation, and Histogram Generation on the MORRPH board, and
to leave the remainder of the classification algorithms on the host.

By utilizing the MORRPH board, an industrial machine vision system was developed that
has exceeded customer expectations for both accuracy and throughput. Additionally, the
color-sorter received the International Woodworking Fair’s Challengers Award for
outstanding innovation.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

It is estimated by [2] that 77% percent of panels generated by the woodworking industry

are edge-glued paneled parts.  An edge-glued panel differs from a standard panel in that

the edge-glued panel is formed by gluing several narrow wooden parts (staves) together

to form a large panel, while a standard panel is formed from a single board which is cut

and planed to a given dimension.

There are two key advantages to edge-glued panels.  First, they are more dimensionally

stable than their counterparts, and therefore less susceptible to warping due to changes in

humidity and temperature.  Second, and more importantly, they are less expensive to

manufacture due to the significant difference in cost between narrow or low-grade raw

material (suitable for edge-glued panels), and the wider and higher grade material

necessary for producing standard panels.

There is a caveat associated with producing edge-glued panels.  That is:  the value of the

finished panel is heavily dependent upon the match of the individual staves that went into

forming it.  If the staves do not match, it will be very obvious to the consumer that the

panel was formed from several distinct parts, and that panel will be less desirable.  Thus,

the manufacturer can increase (or avoid decreasing) the value of an edge-glued panel by

creating the illusion that the panel was formed from a single piece of material.
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Two techniques for accomplishing this are described by [1]:  color sorting and color

matching.  Color matching involves an operator attempting to build panels by matching

the color of each part the operator picks up to one of several incomplete panels that the

operator is currently building.  When enough parts have been added to one of the panels, it

is glued together and the operator begins to build another in its place.  This process is

extremely labor intensive, but generally results in panels of superior quality.

In order to streamline the process, many manufacturers use a color sorting technique.  The

idea is to pre-sort material into classes such that any parts from a given class should match

well with any of the others.  Thus, the problem is partitioned into two operators, one who

sorts raw material into several of these classes, and another who builds the panels one at a

time, from only one class at a time.  This process results in a significant increase in

productivity, decrease in floor-space, but also a decrease in quality.

There are several reasons for the decrease in quality associated with color sorting.  First,

production constraints mean that the sorter is limited by the amount of time he/she can

spend evaluating a particular stave.  Second, an operator can typically only sort into

approximately four color classes, which is not enough to handle all the variations in color

encountered in species such as red oak.  Third, due to the fibrous, cellular nature of wood,

the color characteristics of a stave can actually change based on the viewing angle and the

angle of incident light.  Finally, it is believed that there are physiological changes that

occur in human perception over the course of a typical eight hour shift, changes that cause
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an operator to be less able to differentiate color after several hours of performing their

duties.

The manufacturing industry would prefer a technique of building edge-glued paneled parts

with the increased productivity of color sorting and the higher quality of color matching.

1.2. Background

This thesis relies heavily on a prototype automated color sorting system designed by the

SDA Lab at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and described in [1].  In

his thesis, Lu provides an excellent assessment of current color sorting techniques, human

perception of color, and other relevant background to the concept of building an

automated color sorting system.  He then contrasts the effectiveness of three potential

techniques for achieving automated color sorting.  Finally, he describes a prototype color

sorting system that he and other researchers at the SDA Lab built and deployed.

1.2.1. Prototype System Overview

In order to evaluate the ability of computers to solve the color sorting problem, a

prototype color sorter was designed, constructed, and evaluated by the SDA Lab at

VPI&SU under the direction of Dr. Richard Conners.  This system was meant as a test-

bed in order to verify algorithms and techniques which would be used in the production

system.  The prototype was to be able to accurately classify raw lumber, determine the
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best face, and indicate these results to an operator.  However, the prototype was not

intended to process the boards at real-time speeds.  This allowed the use of inexpensive

hardware, hardware that collected image data and stored it in real-time, then processed the

data off-line.  Thus, the real-time scanning hardware could be tested and evaluated, and

the algorithms used to classify the wood were developed and modified, all in a relatively

inexpensive system.

1.2.2. Prototype System Hardware
The system consisted of three major components:

⇒ the system mounting cabinetry and materials handling system,

⇒ the data collection hardware, and

⇒ the data processing hardware.

 

 System Mounting Cabinetry and Materials Handling System:  The materials handling

system and cabinetry was designed and built by Barr-Mullin Incorporated.  It consists of

two conveyor belts that run the wood boards through a cabinet in which the data

collection hardware is housed.  The conveyor belts are each eight feet long and operate at

speeds of two feet per second.  The cabinet holding the data collection hardware is

approximately six feet high by three feet wide by two feet deep.  The conveyor belts bring

the wood boards through the center of the cabinet.  In the top half of the cabinet is the

data collection hardware for the top face of the wood board, in the bottom half of the

cabinet is the data collection hardware for the bottom face of the wood board.  Cooling
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fans dissipate the considerable heat generated by the illumination system associated with

data collection hardware.  A pneumatically operated target can be deployed in order to

perform shading correction, as described later.  A second cabinet sits adjacent to the first,

and houses the data processing hardware.  It is approximately six feet high by three feet

wide by three feet deep, and allows user access to a monitor and keyboard.  The system as

shown in [1] is pictured in Figure 1.

 

 Figure 1.  Color Sorter Prototype

 

 Data Collection Hardware:  The data collection hardware consists of the following

components:

⇒ two Pulnix TX-2600 RGB Linescan cameras [2] with 35mm lenses,

⇒ two Pulnix camera controllers,
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⇒ six Fostec DC light sources and fiber optic cables,

⇒ two blue background targets, and

⇒ one Siemens optical switch.

 The Pulnix color cameras provide a line of data consisting of 864 color pixels.  Each pixel

has a Red, Green, and Blue color component that indicate the quantity of light gathered

since the last collection.  At its fastest setting, the line can be scanned at 2.5 MPixels per

second, which means an entire line (864 x 3 pixels) can be scanned at approximately 1

kHz.  With the stave moving across the scan line at two feet per second, this yields a

down-board resolution of approximately 32 points per inch.  The camera is positioned so

that it has a 13.5 inch wide field of view.  Given the 864 pixel line size, this yields a cross-

board resolution of 64 points per inch.

 

 The data is passed from the Pulnix cameras to the Pulnix camera controllers as an analog

signal.  This analog signal is converted to an eight-bit digital format and passed to the

processing hardware on a TTL, 16-bit parallel bus described in [3].

 

 The top and bottom faces of  a stave are each illuminated by two Fostec DC light sources.

The light is directed to the boards through fiber optic cables that provide a relatively

uniform intensity across the scan line of the cameras.  Two additional light sources

illuminate blue background targets (one for the top, one for the bottom).  Each light

source can provide approximately 150 Watts of power.
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 Finally, a Siemens beam-break optical sensor is used to detect the presence of a stave in

the system.  A beam is cast across the conveyor belt, and as a board enters the system, the

beam is blocked from the optical sensor, this information is passed to the processing

hardware indicating that the image data being passed to it is valid, and should be

processed.

 

 The data collection hardware is diagrammed in Figure 2.

 

 Figure 2.  Prototype Data Collection Hardware

 

 Data Processing Hardware:  The data processing hardware consists of the following

components:

⇒ two MicroChannel Personal Computers,

⇒ two custom MicroChannel DMA data collection interface boards, and
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⇒ one custom system controller board.

At the time this system was configured the MicroChannel Personal Computers were a

good choice for this application.  Choosing a 486 Microprocessor keeps these systems

affordable, while the MicroChannel bus architecture allows for the high bus bandwidth

necessary to support the high data collection speeds.  Each system has 24 Mbytes of

RAM, in order to handle the large quantities of data that are collected.

The custom MicroChannel DMA data collection interface boards are the means by which

the image data is transferred from the Pulnix Camera Controllers into system memory of

the PC’s.  The design of this board is the subject of [3] and is described fully therein.  For

the purposes of this thesis, it is sufficient to understand that the DMA board is able to

accept the Pulnix bus (as specified in [3]) and load it into system memory of the PC

through Direct Memory Access (DMA) bus cycles.  The board is able to handle data at

speeds well over the 2.5 Mbytes per second that the Pulnix Camera Controller provides.

Finally, a custom system controller board is serially linked to both PC’s.  This allows for

communication between the two PC’s, as well as access to the state of the optical beam-

break sensor, control of the intensity of the Fostec light sources, and control of indicators

that identify the class of a processed stave.

The Data Processing Hardware is diagrammed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.  Prototype Data Processing Hardware

1.2.3. Prototype System Software

There are three major functions provided by the software:

⇒ system calibration and utilities,

⇒ training, and

⇒ color sorting.

 System Calibration and Utilities:  The utilities allow an operator to verify correct

operation and communication between the system components.  This includes routines to

enable the system lights, check for correct operation of the conveyor, check for white

target deployment, and check that the light sources are all functioning.  System calibration

collects image data from the white target and, after prompting the operator, collects image

data again while lens covers are placed on the cameras.  These white and black images are
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used for shade compensation, as described later.  Also, system parameters that affect the

classification and selection of best-face can be modified.

 

 System Training:  Training is the process by which the system “learns” to classify wood.

A human operator starts with a large set of staves (training set), and partitions them into

classes.  Great care must be taken to insure that the classes are mutually exclusive.  That

is, any stave in the training set belongs in one and only one class.  For Red or White Oak,

there may be up to ten classes, with each class consisting of at least four samples.

Properly partitioning the staves can be a demanding and time-consuming process, but it is

critical to system performance that it be done accurately.

 

 Each board from the training set is scanned, and its class is recorded.  After all the training

samples have been scanned, the data is processed.  Each image goes through the following

procedures:

⇒ shading correction,

⇒ background extraction, and

⇒ histogram generation.

The shading correction procedure compensates for both irregular lighting conditions, and

imperfections in the CCD array in the camera sensor.  Lighting irregularities occur because

it is impossible to cast a uniform light intensity across the line scanned by the camera.

Peaks and valleys in the camera response will occur, corresponding to areas of high and

low light levels, respectively.  Variations in the sensitivity of imaging elements across the

CCD array are caused by the manufacturing process.  Every photo-diode in the CCD array
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has an optical filter above it that allows only light in the red, green, or blue wavelength to

pass through (depending upon which of the colors that particular element is to represent).

Since the size of the CCD elements (and hence, the optical filters) is microscopic, it is

nearly impossible to ensure that the optical filters have uniform responses.  Thus, the same

quantity of light may produce a different response from one pixel than from another.  Due

to the response curve of the light bulbs, the fiber optic cables and silicon, the system is

significantly more responsive to red light than either green or blue.  Finally, the Pulnix

CCD array is subject to dark current, which is known to be largely a function of ambient

temperature.  This means that even when no light falls upon a particular element of the

CCD array, the element produces a non-zero response [4].

The solution to all these problems is to collect two sample images: one from a uniform

white target, the other while the camera is receiving no light.  The white image gives an

indication of the maximum intensity that is possible at each particular element of the CCD

array (provided that the lighting conditions remain constant).  The black image gives an

indication of the dark current (and thus minimum intensity) produced by each particular

element of the CCD array.  Using this data, a linear mapping function can be devised that

maps the minimum value for that element to zero, and the maximum value for that element

to 255.  This mapping function is of the form:

Equation 1.  Linear Mapping Function

yi,c = mi,cxi,c + bi,c
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where i is the pixel (1 to 864), c is the color (red, green, or blue), x is the input value, and

y is the output value.   Thus, for each pixel location and color, there are two constants that

must be calculated and stored during system calibration, directly after the white and black

images are collected.  The constants, mi,c and bi,c are determined by the following

equations:

Equation 2.  Shade Correction

bi,c = - blacki,c

mi,c = 255 * whitei,c / (whitei,c - blacki,c)

where whitei,c is the average intensity value of pixel i and color c from the white image,

and blacki,c is the average intensity value of pixel i and color c from the black image.

When an image is collected each pixel value is recomputed based on this linear mapping.

The output is the same image, but with no inconsistencies caused by dark current,

imperfections in the CCD array, or irregular lighting.  The results of this operation are

shown in Figure 4b.

Figure 4a-c.  Early Processing Results
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Background extraction is the process whereby the pixels that comprise the stave are

differentiated from those which comprise the background.  Since it is known that images

of red oak contain very little blue, that color was chosen for the background target.  This

allows for a very simple algorithm to detect the background:  if any pixel’s blue intensity is

greater than its red intensity by a certain threshold, than that pixel is considered

background.  Those pixels that are considered background are mapped to optical black

(intensity values of zero for the red, green, and blue channels).  Thus, the output of this

process is an image that is the same as the input, except that the background is optical

black.  The results of the operation are shown in Figure 4c.

Finally a three-dimensional histogram is constructed of the image.  Each pixel in the image

has three (red, green, and blue) eight-bit components, for a total of 16.7 million colors.

This is far more resolution than is needed.  Instead of breaking color space into 16.7

million colors, it is broken into 262 thousand colors.  This is accomplished by dividing

each of the three eight-bit components by four.  Effectively, each eight bit component

becomes a six bit component.

To build the histogram, a three-dimensional, 64 x 64 x 64 array is initialized to all zeros.

Then each pixel from the input image is examined.  If that pixel was determined not to be

background, then the element of the array that corresponds to the pixel’s color is

incremented by one.  When this process has been performed on each of the pixels from the
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input image, the result is a three-dimensional histogram of the stave.  The example stave

of Figure 4a-c is used to derive the three-dimensional histogram shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5.  Three Dimensional Histogram

After the histogram for each training sample has been generated, a prototype histogram

for each class is created.  The prototype histogram is simply the arithmetic mean of each

of the histograms from the samples for that class.   Therefore, it does not represent any

specific stave, but rather a hypothetical prototype for that class.  The final step of

histogram generation is normalization.  This involves finding the total number of pixels in
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the prototype histogram, and dividing each element of the histogram by the total.  The

result of this process is that the area under the curve of the prototype histogram is one.

After the prototype histogram for each class has been generated, color space is quantized.

This involves eliminating any of the 262 thousand colors that have values of zero in all of

the prototype histograms.  Typically, this leaves only 11 to 12 thousand colors, which are

referred to as pseudo-colors.

At this point, the prototype histograms are saved along with a look-up table that contains

the real color values of the pseudo-colors.  A flow-chart of the training process is shown

in Figure 6.
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Figure 6.  Training Flowchart
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Color Sorting:  After training is complete, the system is ready to color sort.  Since this

system is a test-bed to develop and prove the algorithms, scanning of the boards is done

real-time, while the processing is done off-line.

When a board is scanned, it goes through the same initial steps as the training samples:

shading correction, background extraction, and histogram generation.  The first two steps

are identical to those for training, however, the histogram generation is slightly different.

To build the histogram, each pixel in the input image is examined.  If that pixel is not

considered background, then the look-up table of pseudo-colors is indexed to determine

which of the pseudo-colors corresponds to the pixel’s color value.  Then, the array

element corresponding to that pseudo-color is incremented.  Thus, the histogram

generated is a pseudo-color histogram, as opposed to a full color histogram.

Since most of the original 262 thousand colors were eliminated from the pseudo-colors, it

is likely that there will be some pixels in the input image with colors that do not map to

any of the pseudo-colors.  To accommodate this, there is one extra element of the pseudo-

color histogram that corresponds to “others”.  Thus, any pixel that does not correspond to

one of the pseudo-colors will cause the “others” element of the histogram to be

incremented.

The “others” elements from all of the prototype histograms contain the value zero.  That is

because all of the colors from the prototype histograms are covered by the pseudo-colors.
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Finally, the pseudo-color histogram is normalized, so that the area under the curve is one.

At the same time that the pseudo-color histogram is generated, a histogram of the red

color values for the input image is also generated.  This is a one-dimensional, 256 value

histogram.  It is generated by examining the red value for each element of the input image,

and incrementing the element of the red histogram that corresponds to that intensity value.

The red histogram is used to identify the amount of mineral streak in the stave.  Mineral

streak is an area of the stave that is significantly darker in appearance than the rest of the

board.  The presence of mineral streak in a finished product significantly reduces the value

of that part.  A board with mineral streak will have a red histogram with noticeable peaks

and/or inflection points on the low intensity side of the histogram.  A prototype algorithm

was developed that examines the red histogram to determine a threshold point at which

every pixel with a lower intensity value is considered to be mineral streak, while every

point with a higher intensity value is considered to be clear wood.  However, the results of

this prototype algorithm were inconsistent.

Once the pseudo-color histogram is generated, its distance from each of the prototype

histograms is computed.  This is done using a “city-block” distancing formula:

Equation 3.  “City-Block” distance

                     p

dc = ∑ | Hc,p - HSp |
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where d is the difference value, c is the class, p ranges over all pseudo-colors, H is the

normalized prototype histogram, and HS is the normalized sample histogram.  The sample

is then assigned the class whose difference value is smallest, assuming the difference is less

than an allowable threshold.  Otherwise, the sample is assigned to a NULL class.

These procedures are performed by both computers at the same time, one on the top face

and one on the bottom face.  At this point, the slave PC (operating on the top face)

transmits the class and difference value for that class to the master PC (which has

computed class and difference values for the bottom face).  These values are used for best-

face analysis.  Best face analysis uses a table entered during system configuration to

determine the relative values of the two classes.  If the classes are of different values, the

face with the more valuable class is chosen as the best face.  If the two classes are the

same, or have the same value, then the face with the smaller difference value (i.e., the one

that is closer to the prototype for its class) is chosen as the best face.  The master PC then

switches on the appropriate system lights, conveying the results of the analysis to the

operator.
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1.2.4. Prototype System Results

The results of this system were very encouraging.  The system was able to classify boards

with an accuracy rate of up to 94%  [1].  This level of accuracy provided significant

evidence that the color sorting algorithms developed by VPI&SU would in fact provide a

substantial benefit to the furniture industry.

As a test-bed, the system was only required to process the data off-line, with virtually no

speed requirements.  For a typical two-foot long board, the system requires approximately

20 seconds of processing time.  Of that time, about 50% is spent on shading correction,

10% on background extraction, and 20% on histogram generation.  These mathematically

simple operations require 80% of the processing time.

For a commercial system, the processing throughput must be significantly increased.

Typically, there is a minimum distance requirement of six inches along the conveyor

between staves, and a typical board size of anywhere between one and four feet.  With the

conveyor traveling at two feet per second, this translates to a minimum processing time of

three-quarters of a second.

Upgrading the microprocessors from a 486 to an Alpha would not meet the 25-fold

speed-up required for a commercial system.  Furthermore, significant processing time

would be consumed by the system bus as the image is transferred.  Finally, the difference

in cost of the Alpha would have priced this system out of the market.
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In order to meet these speed requirements, a new solution had to be devised.
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1.3. Objective

The objective of the research described in this thesis is to take the prototype system

described previously and improve upon it such that it would become a viable industrial

product.  Specifically, this includes the following improvements:

1.  Increase system throughput by moving a subset of the classification algorithms from

software into a novel FPGA-based hardware accelerator, the MOdular

Reprogrammable Realtime Processing Hardware (MORRPH) board.

2.  Increase the efficiency of the classification algorithms by utilizing a color-quantization

scheme to reduce the size of the measurement vectors from nearly 10,000 dimensions

to under 2000.

3.  Increase the effectiveness of the mineral streak analysis by analyzing the gray-scale

image histogram as opposed to the red-channel, and develop new approaches to

segmenting the histogram into areas thought to represent mineral streak.

In order to accomplish the first goal, the MORRPH concept had to be translated into a

working system for performing image processing tasks.  The MORRPH concept was

developed by Thomas Drayer, and involves a regular, scaleable array of modular

processing elements.  Each processing element includes an FPGA coupled with an open

support socket.  The support socket can be filled with SRAM, DSPs, or whatever

functionality is demanded by the particular application.  Translating this concept into a

working system included specifying the size and layout of the Processing Element array,

specifying bus widths and pinouts, specifying modes of FPGA configuration, developing
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an interface to the host PC, developing prototype boards, and developing a Printed Circuit

Board (PCB) layout of the MORRPH.  All of this work was done by myself, under the

supervision of Dr. Richard Conners and Thomas Drayer, and with help from Chase

Wolfinger on the PCB layout.  In addition to developing the MORRPH hardware, there

was much work involved in developing configurations suitable for solving the color

sorting problem.  The first element involved deciding which portions of the software

would be implemented on the MORRPH board, and which would be implemented in

C/C++ on the host PC.  This decision was made in collaboration by myself, Dr. Conners,

and Thomas Drayer.  Next, it was decided to implement the image processing algorithms

as a set of reusable modules, with a common interface for carrying the image data.  This

interface, the Synchronous Unidirectional Image Transfer (SUIT) bus, was developed by

myself and Thomas Drayer.  Finally, the task of developing the specific modules necessary

to solve the color sorter problem was accomplished by myself.

In order to accomplish the second goal of increasing the algorithm efficiency,

Srikathyayani Srikantiswara developed new software, including implementation of a

Median-Cut Algorithm discussed in [6].  The Median-Cut Algorithm performs color-

quantization that effectively reduced the size of the RGB colors-space from 65,536 colors

to under 2,000, with very little loss of information.  In so doing, the size of the

measurement vectors was reduced from approximately 10,000 dimensions to under 2,000,

thus reducing the computational burden of computing a distance between two vectors by

80%.
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In order to accomplish the third goal of increasing the effectiveness of the mineral streak

analysis, several steps were taken.  First, it was decided to analyze the gray-scale channel,

due to the perception that mineral streak seemed to appear across all color bands.  Next, a

software routine was developed that built and analyzed the gray-scale histogram of a

particular stave.  Using a set of boards provided by a manufacturer, images were acquired

by Sang Han.  Through a series of iterations on the image set, the software algorithms

were refined under the supervision of Dr. Richard Conners.  The new mineral streak

analysis algorithms were developed by myself.
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1.4. Organization

As we have seen, Chapter 1 presents motivation for the development of a machine vision

system capable of color sorting red oak staves.  A prototype system developed by

researchers at the SDA Lab at VPI&SU is described.  Finally, goals for improving the

system to industrial grade are presented.

In Chapter 2, the Real-Time System is presented.  This includes a short description of the

changes that had to be made to the hardware, particularly the addition of a MORRPH

board.  It also includes changes to the algorithms including a Median-Cut Algorithm

implemented by Srikathiyani Srikantiswara and a new approach for mineral streak analysis

developed by myself.  Finally, the chapter describes the overall system software developed

by Nova Technologies.

In Chapter 3, the MORRPH board is described more fully.  This includes descriptions of

the specific modes of operation, pinouts, ISA interface, and other hardware features.

Additionally, a set of utilities to load configurations (.POD files) into the MORRPH, and

access support socket SRAMs is described.

Chapter 4 details the programming of the MORRPH board for configurations needed to

implement the color sorting algorithms.  This includes partitioning the functionality across

Processing Elements, and time-multiplexing functionality acoss the various modes of

operation necessitated by the color sorting problem.
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Chapter 5 presents conclusions, topics for future research, and the significant impact of

this industrial system.

Appendix A demonstrates a minimal “Operating System” for the MORRPH developed by

myself.  This includes sample code to load a pod file into one of the MORRPH Processing

Elements, and schematics of the configurations for reading or writing to SRAMs which

may reside in the support sockets.

Appendix B shows the top-level schematics developed by myself which are used in the

color sorter.  This is the entire set of configurations used in the Color-Sorter.

Appendix C shows the middle-level schematics of specific image processing modules.

Each is utilized in at least one of the top-level schematics in Appendix B.  These modules

were also developed by myself, and adhere to the Synchronous Unidirectional Image

Transfer (SUIT) bus communication protocol described in Chapter 4.

Appendix D lists the complete C-Code interface for the MORRPH boards as implemented

in the color-sorter.  This code is derived from the same code as in Appendix A, but also

includes additional functionality relevant only to this application.
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2. Real-Time System

2.1. Overview
The prototype system served its purpose; algorithms were developed and tested on an

inexpensive platform.  In order to meet the real-time requirements of a commercial system,

a new approach was taken.  It was decided to use the MORRPH (Modular

Reprogrammable Real-time Processing Hardware) Board to perform the “early

processing”--those are the mathematically simple tasks that occupy approximately 80% of

the CPU’s processing time.  The MORRPH Board is a Field Programmable Gate Array

(FPGA) based processing platform with a two-dimensional, regular array of processing

elements.  Each processing element consists of a Xilinx FPGA, and a support socket that

can be filled with RAM, FIFOs, DSPs, etc.  This modular architecture lends itself perfectly

to solving a variety of image processing problems.  By designing a series of pipelined

modules, the processing tasks are broken down and performed at the same throughput

rate as that of the cameras [5].

Inclusion of the MORRPH board eliminates the need for the MicroChannel DMA

collection board.  Since the MORRPH is an ISA adapter card, the host PC was chosen to

be a single Pentium based AT clone.  Also, the lighting arrangement was changed from six

independently powered bulbs to four bulbs driven by a common power supply.  Finally,

the materials handling system was redesigned.  The production system hardware is

diagrammed in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Production System Hardware
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2.2. Algorithms
Using the MORRPH board reduces the computational complexity of the color-sorting

software significantly.  However, the run-time speed of this algorithm increases with the

number of pseudo-colors.  Thus, even with the MORRPH and a Pentium processor, it is

still critical to reduce the number of pseudo-colors.  In order to achieve real-time

operation, it was decided that no more than 2048 pseudo-colors could be used.

The process of selecting the pseudo-colors is known as color quantization, and has been

studied extensively for the purposes of image display under such formats as VGA.  The

median-cut algorithm discussed in [6] was modified to select an optimal set of 1792

colors.  This algorithm quantifies color-space in the following manner:

1) Start with a box containing all of color space (in three dimensions).

2) Shrink the box(es) until its dimensions are as small as possible, but still

contains all of the observed colors.

3) Select the box that has the longest side of any of the boxes.

4) Split that box along its longest side, such that half of the observed colors lie on

each side of the split.

5) Repeat steps 2 through 4 until 1792 boxes have been formed.

The remaining 256 pseudo-colors are set aside to represent the “other” category.  Any of

the elements of color-space that are not covered by one of the 1792 pseudo-colors are

mapped into the appropriate element of the “other” category corresponding to that gray-

level intensity.  Thus, color-space is mapped into a 2048 pseudo-color space.
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 Mineral streak is a problem that was not adequately handled by the prototype system.

For the real-time system, a new algorithm was devised.  In order to find which areas of the

board are mineral streak, the gray-level histogram is examined. Although the prototype

system’s mineral streak algorithms had analyzed the red-channel histogram, it was noticed

that mineral streak seems to exhibit decreased intensity across the entire visible spectrum,

and the gray-level histogram was chosen for analysis on the real-time system.  The goal is

to find a point in the histogram that will be called the mineral streak threshold.  Any pixels

with gray-level intensities that are less than the mineral streak threshold are considered as

mineral streak.

The algorithm works by smoothing the gray-level histogram using a Gaussian smoothing

algorithm with a 5-pixel wide integral kernel [8].  The kernel is:

1 2 5 6 7 6 5 2 1

Peaks are then found in the smoothed histogram.  This is accomplished by computing the

first derivative using the formula:

Equation 4.  First Derivative.

di = .8 · (hsi-1 - hsi+1) - .2· (hsi-2 - hsi+2) + .03 · (hsi-3 - hsi+3) + .004128· (hsi-4 - hsi+4)

as explained in [9].  A peak is defined as any point in the histogram where the derivative

crosses from positive to negative.  In order to eliminate noise and small peaks, the

following condition is used to describe a peak at point i:
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Equation 5.  Hard Peak Condition.

(di-2 > 5) and (di-1 > 5) and (di >= 0) and (di+1 <= 0) and (di+2 < -5).

if such conditions are met, than i is called a peak.

After all the peaks in the histogram are found, the peaks are merged.  If two peaks (peak1

and peak2) are less than 15 gray-scale values apart,

Equation 6.  Peak Merge Condition 1.

| peak1 - peak2 | < 15

and their values are within 75 percent of each other,

Equation 7.  Peak Merge Condition 2.

1.25 * hspeak1 < hs peak2 < 0.75 * hspeak1

then the higher one is selected.  This causes minor noise variations around a peak to be

eliminated.

Next, the peak corresponding to clear wood is found.  Usually, this is simply the highest

peak.  However, on some samples in which there is more mineral streak present than clear

wood, the mineral streak will produce the highest peak.  Thus, if there is another peak to

the right of the highest peak, and its value is within 25 percent of the highest peak, then

the peak to the right is associated with clear wood.

Once the peak corresponding to clear wood is established, there are two possible cases:

1)  there is a peak to the left of the peak corresponding to clear wood, or 2) there is no

peak to the left of the peak corresponding to clear wood.  In case 1, the peak to the left of

clear wood is considered to correspond to mineral streak.  The algorithm proceeds to find
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the lowest point between the two peaks, and sets the threshold equal to that point.  In case

2, there is no good indication from the histogram where the mineral streak threshold

should be set.

In the second case, the algorithm attempts to find an inflection point in the histogram, that

is thought to correspond to mineral streak.  This is accomplished by examining the second

derivative of the histogram, which is computed in the same manner as the first derivative

(eq. 4).  A point at which the second derivative crosses zero from negative to positive

represents an inflection point.  This algorithm searches for hard inflection points, where

the second derivative is negative for several consecutive points, and then positive for

several consecutive points.  If such a point is found, then it is labeled the mineral streak

threshold.

If there are neither peaks nor inflection points to indicate mineral streak, mineral streak

may still be present on the board.  Using this knowledge, a simple algorithm was devised

in which the lowest gray-scale value for which the histogram’s value is greater than 1/40th

of its highest value was assigned as the mineral streak threshold.  In other words, the

threshold is the minimum value of i such that

Equation 8.  1/40th Technique.

40 * hsi > max( hsj )

where j ranges over all gray scale values. This simple algorithm yielded surprisingly

accurate results.  However, it was noticed that a better mineral streak threshold usually

corresponds to an “elbow” in the histogram, where the curve changes from a slow rise to a
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sharp rise.  The portion of the curve to the left of this point corresponds to mineral streak,

while the portion of the curve to the right corresponds to clear wood.  In order to find this

point mathematically, the zeros in the third derivative would need to be found.

Unfortunately, these cannot be accurately determined with these methods.  Therefore, a

heuristic algorithm was devised, in order to identify the “elbow.”  The algorithm is an

adaptation of the 1/40th technique.  The mineral streak threshold is assigned to the lowest

gray-level for which the product of the histogram and the derivative at that point is greater

than five times the highest value of the histogram.  This technique is remarkably adept at

locating the proper mineral streak threshold.  Results are shown in Figures 8 - 10.

Figure 8.  Mineral Streak Sample
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Figure 9.  Mineral Streak Histogram

Figure 10.  Mineral Streak Threshold Applied

One of the reasons that this technique works well is that the histograms are assumed not

to be Gaussian.  Other techniques that have attempted to analyze the histograms have been

based on the fundamental supposition that the histograms are Gaussian.  A full discussion

of the errors that can be encountered when the data deviates from the assumed probability

density function can be found in [9].
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Once the mineral streak threshold has been established, those pseudo-colors that have

gray-level values that are less than the mineral streak threshold are discarded.  Thus, a

sample will be judged by the color content of its clear wood, not the darkness of its

mineral streak.  The histograms must be renormalized, in order to account for the change

in pixel counts.

One aspect of the system discussed in [1] was the tendency of the lighting conditions to

vary substantially over time.  Factors such as temperature, power load, and age of the

tungsten-halogen lights are all known to change the intensity and color characteristics of

the lighting at very high rates.  In order to compensate for these drifts, a portion of the

field-of-view of each camera is set aside to scan a fixed white target.  This involves to

aspects: a field-of-view operation which is able to create “windows” in the line of camera

pixels, and a light checking monitor which analyzes the window which contains the white

target to judge the current lighting conditions.

The field-of-view operator is implemented with two variables that define the window: left-

most pixel and right-most pixel.  At the beginning of each scan line, a pixel count is reset,

and subsequently incremented as each pixel is scanned.  When the pixel count is less than

the left-most pixel or greater than the right-most pixel, output data is suppressed.  Thus,

the field-of-view operator effectively “crops” the image to the window defined by left-

most pixel and right-most pixel.
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The light checking monitor as implemented on the real time system takes sixteen lines of

data and sums the values of the pixels.  The field of view of this data has been set such

that it only includes the fixed white target.  When the conditions cause the intensity of the

light to go up (or down), the sum of the values of the pixels will increase (or decrease)

correspondingly.  That sum is compared with a nominal light intensity, and if it differs by

more than a defined threshold, than the host system is notified via an interrupt.  The host

PC then samples the sum, and changes the voltage of the light power supplies to bring the

light levels back to within tolerance.

Since this is a real-time system in which the minimum distance between boards on the

conveyor belt is six inches, there must be a mechanism for scanning one board while

processing another, and storing the results until the board is in position to be printed on.

This involves a queuing system that is eight elements deep.
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2.3. Software

The platform for this system is a DellTM PentiumTM-120 running OS/2 WarpTM.  This

multitasking environment allows for the easy development of a flexible operator interface,

with the power of a 32-bit multitasking environment.  In order for the MORRPH to run

under this environment, a device-driver was written by Nova Technologies that allows the

MORRPH to generate interrupts, as well as allow access to the MORRPH ports.  The

color sorting system runs as a window under OS/2, in which the operator can select the

following functions:

⇒ Calibration

⇒ Training

⇒ Color-Sorting

 Calibration allows the operator to set system constants, recalibrate the shade

compensation data, and check that all the system components are operating properly.

 

 Training mode allows the operator to scan the training samples.  As each sample is

scanned, the MORRPH passes a sub-sampled view of the image across the ISA bus to the

processor.  From this, the operator can verify that there were no materials handling or

lighting anomalies that would cause erroneous data.  This image is displayed in real time.

When the end of the board is detected by the MORRPH board, a gray-scale histogram and

a full-color (64 x 64 x 64) histogram are also passed along the ISA bus to the processor.

This data is stored on disk in a separate file for each training sample.  When all of the

samples have been scanned, and the data stored, the training data is analyzed.
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 First, the mineral streak algorithm is applied to each of the gray-scale histograms.  The

mineral streak threshold is used to map out those colors that have a lower gray scale

intensity from the full color-histogram for that same sample.  The resulting histogram is

normalized and stored.

 

 Next, the full-color prototype histograms for each class are created.  As mentioned

previously, this is simply the sum of the histograms from all the samples in that class, and

normalized so that the area under the curve is one.  These histograms are also stored on

disk.  From these class histograms, a total histogram is created.  This is simply the sum of

each of the class histograms, normalized.  This histogram is applied to the median-cut

color quantization algorithm discussed earlier.  The output of this procedure is a look-up

table that converts the full 64 x 64 x 64 color space into 2048 pseudo-colors.  The 2048

pseudo-colors are ordered in monotonically increasing gray-scale value.  A table is also

created in which the  256 gray scale values are used as an index into the 2048 pseudo-

colors.  Thus, for any given gray-scale value, the corresponding pseudo-colors can quickly

be identified.

 

 Once the pseudo-color look-up table has been created, it is applied to each of the class

histograms.  The result is a prototype pseudo-color histogram for each class which will be

called the class prototype measurement vector.  Each of the class measurement vectors is

stored.
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 The distance from each of the samples to the measurement vector for that class is

computed using eq 2.  The largest distance values for a particular class is chosen as the

threshold for that class.  This defines the smallest hypercube, centered about the

prototype, that encloses all of the training samples.

 

 Thus, the output of training is a full-color to pseudo-color look-up table, a gray-scale to

pseudo-color index table, a measurement vector for each class, and a threshold distance

for each class.

 

 Color-Sorting mode uses the training data to classify boards as they come through the

system.  Upon entering color-sorting mode, the system passes the shading correction data,

the full-color to pseudo-color look-up table, and other system constants to the MORRPH.

The process is then blocked, waiting for the data queue to be unempty.

 

 Whenever a stave enters the system, the MORRPH computes a gray-scale and a pseudo-

color histogram for both the top and bottom faces.  The end of the stave causes the

MORRPH to generate an interrupt across the ISA bus.  The interrupt handler reads the

four histograms from the MORRPH, as well as the areas under the curves (for

normalization).  These objects are placed in the data queue.

 

 Placing the objects in the data queue causes the original thread to unblock, and process the

data.  This thread will continue to dequeue and process data, as long as the queue is

unempty.  This queuing mechanism allows for full utilization of the processor and the
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MORRPH board, with minimal system overhead.  The logical flow is diagrammed in

Figure 11.

 

 

 Figure 11.  Data Flow

 

 Processing the data consists of the following steps:

⇒ pixel count comparison,

⇒ top face mineral streak analysis,

⇒ color sort top face,

⇒ bottom face mineral streak analysis,

⇒ color sort bottom face, and

⇒ best face selection.
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 Pixel count comparison simply examines the number of pixels from each face.  If there is a

significant difference, that indicates that the face with the smaller number of pixels has a

large area of very dark mineral streak.  If this is the case, that face can automatically be

eliminated from the best face analysis.  Therefore, mineral streak analysis and color sorting

need to be performed only on the other face.  The mineral streak analysis described above

computes a threshold value that is used to eliminate pixels from the pseudo-color

histogram for that face, and pixels from the training histograms.  The histograms are

renormalized so that the area under the curve is one.  The color sorting algorithm used in

the prototype system is then used to compute a difference-value for each class.  The face

assigned to the class with the smallest difference-value, if the difference-value is within an

acceptable threshold for that class.  Otherwise, the face is called an “out”.

 

 Best-face analysis makes its selection based on the following criteria:

⇒ amount of mineral streak,

⇒ priority of class, and

⇒ difference-value

Thus, the board having less mineral streak is always labeled as the best face.  If there are

roughly equal amounts of mineral streak (usually none), then the face with the highest

class priority is selected.  If both faces have the same class priority (i.e., they are from the

same class), then the face with the smaller difference-value from its class is selected as the

best face.
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The results are placed in the results queue, and the process attempts to dequeue and

analyze the next set of histograms.  As the board continues along the conveyor belt, it hits

a paint-printer.  When this occurs, the results are dequeued, and the appropriate mark is

sprayed on the board.
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3. The MORRPH Board

3.1. Overview
The MORRPH-ISA was developed in order to provide a cost-effective means of

performing high-speed image processing functions.  The project goals were to produce a

multiple processing element architecture in a regular, two-dimensional array that could be

scaleable in either direction.  The processing element was to consist of one FPGA and an

empty support socket that could be filled with the appropriate integrated circuit(s) for a

given application.  The board was to have an ISA connection to perform configuration and

low-bandwidth communication, and three input/output busses located along the perimeter

of the array for high-bandwidth communication.  The architecture is diagrammed in

Figure 12.  The benefits of this architecture include:

⇒ low cost

⇒ real-time throughput rates

⇒ fast development time of processing modules.
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Figure 12.  MORRPH Architecture

3.2. Architecture
The MORRPH architecture can be broken into three subsystems:

⇒ ISA interface,

⇒ Processing Element Array, and

⇒ I/O Busses

 

 ISA Interface:  The ISA interface has three functions:  providing power to the board,

performing configuration of the FPGAs, and providing a source for low-bandwidth

communications.  Since the processing elements are arranged in a 3 x 2 array, the ISA

interface needs to control only the three FPGAs that are along the bottom of the array.

Each of the three FPGAs along the top of the array is accessed and configured by the

FPGA that is directly below it in the array.  This is known as daisy-chained configuration
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(this and all subsequent descriptions of FPGA functionality refer to [10]).  In order to

efficiently utilize all the pins on the FPGA, special consideration was given to time-

multiplexing the functionality of the pins used during configuration.  Thus, the pins used

for passing the configuration data during one period of time could also be used for the

low-bandwidth communication at another period of time.  Providing benefits that we shall

see later, pinouts of the FPGAs in the processing array were made as regular as possible.

Thus, the pins selected for the ISA interface from the bottom elements of the processing

array would need to be identical to those pins selected for the DOWN bus from the top

elements of the processing array.  Hence, the implementation of the ISA interface is

critical to the overall architecture of the MORRPH board.

 

 The method of configuration that lends itself most readily to the time-multiplexing concept

discussed earlier is asynchronous parallel mode. The FPGA is sent into the configuration

state by setting its PROGRAM* pin low.  In this mode, the FPGA accepts 8-bit wide

configuration data, with timing established by WR*, CS0*, and CS1 signals.  Those three

signals, along with the eight data pins (D0-D7) all become user-programmable I/O pins

after configuration.  During configuration, the CCLK and DOUT signals are both driven

with configuration data.  These signals are passed from the bottom FPGA to the top

FPGA.  The top FPGA is in synchronous serial mode, and accepts the daisy-chained

configuration information on its CCLK and DIN (D0) pins.  The CCLK pins are

dedicated to configuration, while the DOUT pin from the bottom FPGA and the DIN

(D0) pin from the top FPGA become user-programmable after configuration.  The DIN

(D0) pin on the top FPGA in synchronous serial mode is the same pin as the D0 pin on the
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bottom FPGA in asynchronous parallel mode.  This contributes to the regularity of the

architecture.

 

 After configuration, all of the user-programmable I/O pins discussed above are retained

for use in low-bandwidth communications.  Thus, the functionality for writing to an 8-bit

port on each of the FPGAs is already established.  However, the following additional

functionality will also be provided:

⇒ reading from the ports, as well as writing to them,

⇒ establishing 32 separate ports on each of the FPGAs, and

⇒ allowing each of the FPGAs to generate a hardware interrupt.

Reading from the ports on the FPGAs requires the use of one pin, designated as RD*.

The 32 ports on each FPGA are identified using five address lines, A4-A0.  The ability to

allow the FPGA to generate a hardware interrupt during run-time operation will be

accessed through the CS1 pin.  This functionality is accomplished by using a pull-up

resistor that causes the pin to see a logic ‘1’ during configuration, after configuration, the

FPGA may drive the pin to a logic ‘0’, causing an interrupt.

The pins of the FPGAs specified by the ISA interface are diagrammed in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. ISA Interface Pins

The ISA interface is composed of three chips.  A 74LS125A tri-stateable driver is used to

control the interrupts.  A 74LS245 bi-directional octal driver is used for the eight data

lines.  Finally, an Intel 5AC324 40-pin EPLD  is used to implement the remaining logic.

This includes address decoding from the ISA bus, controlling the direction of the

74LS245, and driving the control lines of the FPGAs.  From the perspective of the host

computer, the MORRPH board appears as three ports in I/O space.  Typically, the

MORRPH board is configured as:
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Table 1.  MORRPH Ports

Port Function
0x300 Address Register
0x301 Data
0x302 Reconfiguration

However, the specific addresses of these ports can be changed by reprogramming the

EPLD.  The address register is used both for reconfiguration and data I/O.  Writing to the

address register is accomplished by performing an 8-bit I/O write cycle on the ISA bus to

the location (0x300).  Before reconfiguration, the contents of the address register specify

which of the three columns of FPGAs are to be reconfigured.  Reconfiguration begins

when an 8-bit I/O write cycle is generated to the reconfiguration port (0x302).  The

PROGRAM* pins of the FPGAs specified by the contents of the address register are sent

low by this I/O write.  This sends those FPGAs into the reconfiguration mode, as they

await the configuration data.

During configuration, the address register specifies which of the three FPGA columns is to

receive the incoming data.  This value is set in location A6 and A5 of the address register.

While data is passed to all three of the FPGAs, the CS0* pin of only the FPGA selected by

the address register is sent low.  This allows the three FPGA columns to be reconfigured

independently of each other.  The configuration data is sent to the FPGA by performing a

series of 8-bit I/O write cycle to the data port (0x301), while the address register (0x300)

determines the target FPGA.
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After configuration, the FPGA is put into the run-time mode.  At this point the

functionality of the low-bandwidth communication is nearly identical to that during

configuration mode.  A6 and A5 specify which of the FPGAs CS0* lines will be sent low.

A4-A0 specify which of the 32 ports on the FPGA are being accessed.  Data is sent to the

FPGA along the same eight data lines (D7-D0).  Data is read from the FPGAs along the

same eight data lines, and controlled by an additional RD* line.

Table 2.  The Address Register

Function        Bit 7            6              5               4              3              2               1               0
Configuration
Data I/O

 x
 x

 x
FS1

 x
FS0

 x
A4

 x
A3

 F2
 A2

 F1
 A1

 F0
 A0

Processing Element Array:  Each element of the 3 x 2 processing array consists of an

FPGA and an open support socket.  The FPGA is connected to the support socket by an

80-bit bus.  Each FPGA is connected to its North, South, East, and West neighbors by a

24-bit data bus.  If a processing element is located in the array such that it does not have a

neighbor in a particular direction, then those pins become part of one of the I/O Busses or

the ISA interface.  Thus, the external connections as seen by each processing element are

consistent, regardless of the element’s location in the array.  The schematic for each

processing element is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14.  MORRPH Processing Element Schematic

Each 80-pin support socket is arranged to accept chips in a SIP or 300-mil DIP package.

Adapters for 600-mil DIP, ZIP, and other package types are available.  This makes the

type and size of the support chips virtually inconsequential, provided they are less than 80

pins.

A major hurdle in the idea of creating an open-ended (but non-prototyping) architecture is

providing power and ground to the support chips.  Simply driving the pins of the FPGA

high or low does not provide enough current to supply even the simplest of support chips.

Thus, each signal of the support socket is tied to a .025” square-post header.  At various

locations around the board, square-post headers connected to power or ground are
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available.  Thus, when a support chip is placed in a support socket, the pins corresponding

to power and ground are simply jumpered to the nearest available post.

The FPGA is placed in a 223-pin PGA Low Insertion Force (LIF) socket.  This allows a

MORRPH board to be populated with Xilinx chips after the Printed Circuit Board is

manufactured.  Due to the selection of pin locations, any of the following Xilinx 4000

series parts can be used:  XC4005H PG223, XC4008 PG191, XC4010 PG191, XC4013

PG223, XC4020 PG223, or XC4025 PG223.  The selection of part-type is based on both

the amount of logic required for a particular application, and the I/O resources required

for the application.  Table 3 details the consequences of each selection.

Table 3.  FPGA Type vs. Resources and Cost

FPGA Type Equivalent Gates Suppt Skt Width N,S,E,W Bus Width
XC4005H PG223         5,000         80         24
XC4008    PG191         8,000         64         16
XC4010    PG191       10,000         80         16
XC4013    PG223       13,000         80         24
XC4020    PG223       20,000         80         24
XC4025    PG223       25,000         80         24

I/O Busses:  In order to provide for high bandwidth communication to and from the

MORRPH board, I/O Busses are located along the East, North, and West edges of the

processing array.  Each of these busses is 24 bits wide, and can be accessed from any of

the FPGAs on that edge of the card.  Since more than one FPGA can access a particular

pin on these I/O Busses, care must be taken in creating FPGA configurations that do not

drive the same signal to conflicting states at the same time.  From the FPGAs, the signals

on the I/O Busses are routed to 74LS245 bi-directional octal line drivers.  These chips
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provide enough drive capability to send the signals along a ribbon cable to another board.

Each 74LS245 has two control signals:  G* (active low), which causes the 74LS245 to

drive the signals in the direction indicated by DIR.  There are three control lines CON0,

CON1, and CON2 on the FPGA for each direction that drive these signals.  The three G*

signals for the three 74LS245s on a particular I/O bus are all tied together and controlled

by the CON0 pin from one of the FPGAs.  The DIR signal on the 74LS245 corresponding

to bits 0-7 of the I/O Bus is controlled by the CON1 pin from the FPGA.  The DIR

signals of the two 74LS245s corresponding to bits 8-15 and 16-23 of the I/O Bus are

controlled by the CON2 pin from the FPGA.  Thus, any of the I/O busses can be

configured to have all 24 bits as input, 8 bits as input and 16 output bits, 16 as input and 8

output bits, or all 24 bits as output.  Similar to the data lines, the CON0-2 lines from the

FPGAs along a particular edge of the card are all tied together.  Once again, care must be

taken not to drive the same signal to different states.  A schematic of an I/O Bus is shown

in Figure 15.
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Figure 15.  MORRPH Left I/O Bus

Since the MORRPH architecture is regular, and the CON0-2 lines are only necessary on

the edges of the card, there are many control lines from FPGAs leading toward the middle

of the card that are unused.  Instead of leaving these signals unconnected, they are routed

to the neighboring FPGA in the appropriate direction.  Thus, all of the data busses on the

inside of the array are not 24 bits wide, but 27.

The connectors are 40-pin protected headers for the North and East I/O Busses, and a 37-

pin DSUB connector for the West I/O Bus.  An L-Bracket is mounted to the DSUB

connector that mounts to the chassis of the host PC,  in accordance to ISA specifications.
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Miscellaneous:  In addition to the three major subsystems just described, the MORRPH

board also provides a circuit for clock distribution, a jumper for interrupt selection, and

pull-up resistors that synchronize the daisy-chained FPGAs.
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3.3. Loading Configurations

While the circuits just described represent a considerable design effort, they are quite

useless without FPGA configurations.  The situation is somewhat analogous to a

computer without an operating system or executables.  A standard computer uses an

operating system to oversee the loading of executable programs and data into memory,

and the transfer of control to the executable.  Similarly, the MORRPH board requires a

means (analogous to an operating system on a standard PC) of uploading data and

configurations (analogous to an executable) from the host PC.  At the present time, this

comes in the form of several simple utilities and configurations developed by myself.

The primary utility, LOAD.EXE reads a .POD file from the hard disk of the host PC, and

transfers the file byte by byte across the ISA bus to the MORRPH board.  The .POD file

specifies the configuration of one of the three daisy-chained columns on the MORRPH

board.  The parameters of the utility tell where in I/O space the MORRPH board is sitting,

and which of the three columns is to be configured.  Code for this program is shown in

Appendix A.

In addition to downloading configurations to the MORRPH board, there must also be a

mechanism for uploading and downloading data to and from the memories that may reside

on the MORRPH board.  Currently, two types of memories have been used on the

MORRPH board, the Motorola MCM6264CP 8Kx8 SRAM and the Motorola

MCM32257Z 256Kx32 SRAM.  The smaller 6264s come in a 28 pin DIP package which
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means that two of these memories can fit in a single 80 pin support socket.  The larger

32257 comes in a 64 pin ZIP package, which means that only one can fit into a support

socket.    Hence, the mechanism for loading the 6264s must be able select which of two

memories is being accessed, while the mechanism for loading the 32257 must be able to

handle the fact that the word size is 32 bits.

The 6264 mechanism consists of two .POD files, MEM6264.POD and M6264UP.POD,

and an executable utility, LOAD6264.EXE.  The schematic for the .POD files and the

source code for the executable are in Appendix A.  The .POD file must be downloaded to

the MORRPH board by the LOAD utility described above. MEM6264.POD is used if the

memory to be accessed is on the lower row of processing elements, while

M6264UP.POD is used if the memory is on the upper row of processing elements.

LOAD6264 then reads a text file (the name of which is specified on the command line),

and downloads it byte by byte to the appropriate memory.  The memory is specified on the

command line with the location of the MORRPH board in I/O space, the column on the

MORRPH board, and the upper or lower memory that may be used in that support socket.

The 32257 mechanism consists of two .POD files, MEM32257.POD and

M32257UP.POD, and an executable utility, LD32257.EXE.  The scheme is similar to

that described above for the 6264s, except that instead of specifying which of two possible

memories is to be used, the command line specifies whether the data to be downloaded to

the MORRPH is one, two, three, or four bytes wide.  The schematic for the .POD files,

and the source code for the executable are in Appendix A.
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3.4. Generating Configurations

The method of generating .POD files is completely up to the user.  However, researchers

in the SDA Lab use the following procedure:

The primary input source is schematic capture from the Powerview CAD tool [11].

Schematics are designed in a modular approach using appropriate synchronous techniques.

A description of the design methodologies will be given later.  Once a schematic has been

generated, it is simulated and verified using a series of utilities developed by Mr. Thomas

H. Drayer, of the SDA Lab.  The utilities convert an image into a wave stream which can

be used by the Powerview Simulator to drive the schematic.  The output of the simulation

is captured, and another utility is used to convert the output wave stream into an image

that can then be viewed to determine whether the schematic was designed properly.

Once a schematic has been designed and verified, it is wirelisted using the Powerview

VSM tool.  The wirelist files for the schematic and all the sub-schematics are then

accessed by Xilinx’s XDM tools [10].  The Xilinx tools convert the wirelist files from

Powerview format to Xilinx Netlist Format (XNF).  Once in XNF format, the design is

flattened, all the extraneous logic is trimmed (i.e. loadless nets), and the partition, place,

and route (PPR) procedure is begun.  The output of PPR is a .LCA file that can be edited

at the CLB level.  Also, at this point, detailed timing analysis can be performed.  Usually,

if the timespecs specified in the schematic are met, then the design will function properly.
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However, it is always safer to back-annotate the design with the timing information, and

resimulate with actual delays as opposed to delta delays.

When the designer is satisfied with the .LCA file, it is converted into a bitstream (.BIT

file).  This file represents the stream that will actually be used to program the FPGA.  One

or two .BIT files are then combined to create a .MCS file that will be used to program a

column on the MORRPH board.  Finally, the .MCS file is converted into the smaller .POD

file, for storage on the host PC.

The compilation time to convert a schematic into a .POD file depends on the size and

complexity of the design.  The simplest designs of a single FPGA require at least fifteen

minutes of Sparc 10 processing time, while the most complex can take days.  Certainly, it

is imperative that the designer be reasonably confident about the design before beginning

the compilation process.  Figure 16 documents the design flow.
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Figure 16.  Design Flow
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4. Color-Sorting Programming

4.1. Requirements
As described above, the MORRPH board has three primary modes of operation in this

system:

⇒ color-sorting mode,

⇒ training mode, and

⇒ collection of raw images.

 

 In all of these modes, the MORRPH board must also monitor the light intensity to ensure

that there is no variation that can skew the results.

 

 Mode I:  Color-Sorting Mode.  In color-sorting mode, the image goes through the

following steps:

⇒ Field of View,

⇒ Shading Correction,

⇒ Thresholding,

⇒ Leading / Lagging Edge Detection,

⇒ Pixel Count,

⇒ Pseudo-Color Look-Up Table,

⇒ Pseudo-Color Histogram Generation,

⇒ Gray-Scale Image Generation, and
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⇒ Gray-Scale Histogram Generation.

 Thus, the output of the MORRPH board is a pseudo-color histogram, a gray-scale

histogram, and a pixel count.  The gray-scale histogram is used for mineral streak analysis.

The pseudo-color histogram is compared with all the prototype histograms, and the

sample is assigned to the closest class.  The pixel count is used to speed up the histogram

normalization process.  Also, when the lagging edge of the board is detected, an interrupt

is generated across the ISA bus, indicating to the host PC that the histograms are ready

for collection.

 

 Mode II:  Training Mode.  In training mode, the image goes through the following steps:

⇒ Field of View,

⇒ Shading Correction,

⇒ Thresholding,

⇒ Leading / Lagging Edge Detection,

⇒ Full-Color Histogram Generation,

⇒ Subsampled Image Collection,

⇒ Gray-Scale Image Generation, and

⇒ Gray-Scale Histogram Generation.

Thus, the output of the MORRPH board during training mode is a full-color histogram, a

gray-scale histogram, and a subsampled image.  The full-color histogram is 64 x 64 x 64

elements, and is used to generate the pseudo-color palette and the prototype class

histogram.  The gray-scale histogram is used to perform mineral streak analysis on the

training sample, so that the prototype histograms will be based on the same analysis as the
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color-sorted histograms.  Finally, the subsampled image is acquired so that the operator

can visually verify that the training sample was scanned properly.

Mode III:  Collection of Raw Images.  In this context, raw refers to an image where the

pixel values are unmodified and remain as seen by the CCD camera.  This mode is used for

collection of a black image (indicating dark current) and a white image (indicating lighting

characteristics) that are used for shading correction.  Also, a raw line of data can be

plotted real-time on the host PC’s monitor that allows the operator to see and adjust the

lighting conditions.  Since the cameras input rate is 2.5 MPixels / second, and the

bandwidth of the ISA interface is 500KBytes / second, the image must be subsampled.

Miscellaneous:  In addition to the three major modes of operation just described, the

MORRPH board must be able to upload shading correction values from the host PC,

upload the pseudo-color look-up table, and download the full-color histogram.

4.2. Inter-Module Communication

The processes described above are not particular to the color-sorting problem.  In fact,

almost any image processing problem requires adjustment for lighting conditions,

thresholding, look-up tables, and histogram generation.  The uniqueness of this problem

lies in how the processes are combined and utilized.
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Hence, it is logical that the modules that perform the particular operations be designed in

such a way that they can be carried over to another image processing system with minimal

redesign.  This requires that the modules adhere to a single, well-defined protocol for all

inputs and outputs.  This protocol was coined the Synchronous Unidirectional Image

Transfer (SUIT) Bus [5].  The SUIT bus allows for a modular design approach where any

processing function can be connected to any other, provided that they both meet the SUIT

Bus format.

The SUIT Bus is 16 bits wide, 8 for control and 8 for data.  The 8 bit control word is

defined as follows:

Table 4.  SUIT Bus Control Word

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
END S VALID FRAME S LINE S ROI CSEL2 CSEL1 CSEL0

Each of the first four bits is an independent active high signal that indicates the following:

⇒ FRAME STROBE-  This signal indicates that the data for a new image frame is

beginning.

⇒ LINE STROBE-  This indicates that the data for a new line is beginning.

⇒ END STROBE-  This indicates that an entire frame of data has just ended.

⇒ VALID-  This indicates that valid data is currently available on the 8 bit data

word.

When one of the four signals is high, it applies to one of the eight channels selected by

CSEL2-0.  Thus, there can be eight fully independent channels of data operating

simultaneously on a single SUIT Bus.  Finally, while VALID is high, the Region-Of-
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Interest (ROI) bit indicates whether that pixel is considered to be part of the “interesting”

features of the image.

Since the SUIT Bus is synchronous, all control signals are sampled on the rising edge of

the clock signal.  On the same rising edge, CSEL2-0, ROI, and DATA7-0 lines must be

valid, and have met the appropriate set-up and hold-time specifications (this requirement is

easily met by the use of timespecs as described in [11]).  Since the same clock is used to

drive all the FPGAs on the MORRPH board, the SUIT Bus can be used to transfer image

data from one processing element to another.  Finally, there is a requirement placed on the

system that there must be at least four clock cycles between VALID pulses.  This allows

the SUIT Bus to easily handle a Read-Modify-Write scheme (for instance, in histogram

generation), with one extra clock cycle.

Figure 17. 6x5 SUIT Test Image

As an example, the 6 x 5 image in Figure 17 would generate the following SUIT Bus

sequence:

Control (Hex) Data (Hex) Comments

0010 0000 xxxx xxxx Frame Strobe Ch. 0
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0001 0000 xxxx xxxx Line Strobe Ch 0
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity

0001 0000 xxxx xxxx Line Strobe Ch 0
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.

0001 0000 xxxx xxxx Line Strobe Ch 0
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.

0001 0000 xxxx xxxx Line Strobe Ch 0
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.

0001 0000 xxxx xxxx Line Strobe Ch 0
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.
0100 1000 1100 0000 pixel in ROI w/ 192 intensity
0100 0000 1000 0000 pixel not in ROI w/ 128 int.

1000 0000 xxxx xxxx End Strobe Ch. 0
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4.3. Data Flow Organization

The allocation of MORRPH board resources for the color-sorting problem is constrained

by the following:

⇒ the Shading Correction module requires 2 8Kx8 SRAMs,

⇒ the Histogram Modules require one 8Kx8 SRAM each,

⇒ capturing and transferring a histogram takes one 8Kx8 SRAM each,

⇒ capturing and transferring an image takes one 8Kx8 SRAM,

⇒ the modules to capture and transfer images/histograms should be on the lower row

of processing elements,

⇒ only two 8Kx8 SRAMs will fit in a single support socket,

⇒ the Pseudo-Color Look-Up Table requires a 256Kx32 SRAM,

⇒ the Full-Color Histogram requires a 256Kx32 SRAM,

⇒ the SUIT bus requires 16 pins, which means only one data flow can exist between

neighboring processing elements, and

⇒ hardware functionality can be time-multiplexed, between the three modes of

operation described above.

In order to meet the above constraints, the following data flows were devised.  They are

described by Figure 18.
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Figure 18a-b.  A- Mode 1: Run-time (color-sorting) mode.  B- Mode II: Training Mode
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Mode I is critical, since this is the run-time mode, in which classifications must be made at

real-time speeds.  Thus, the most effort was placed in making the layout of the modules

for this mode of operation as efficient as possible.  In this mode, the data enters the

MORRPH board from the West I/O Bus.  This bus can be accessed by the FPGAs located

in positions A and B.  In this case, FPGA A samples the data, and immediately converts

from Pulnix format [4] to SUIT Bus format.  From this module, the data is split into two

distinct streams.  Each is passed into a distinct Field-Of-View (FOV) module.  The output

of the first FOV module is fed into the Light-Checking module.  The output of the second

FOV module is passed to the Shading Correction module.  After Shading Correction, the

data is passed to a Thresholding module.  Finally, the data is registered, and sent via the

North connection to processing element B.  The top-level Powerview schematic for this

circuit is color_a.1.  The Powerview schematics for this design are shown in Appendix B.

In processing element B, the data is acquired from the South connection, and applied to

the Lead/Lag module.  From there, the data is sent to the East connection, where it is

passed to processing element D.  The schematic for this circuit is color_b.1.

In processing element D, the data is acquired from the West connection.  At this point, the

data is split into two distinct streams.  The first is unmodified, and passed to the East

connector where it will go to processing element F.  The second is sent to the Pseudo-

Color Look-Up Table module, where a three byte RGB pixel is transformed into an 11-bit

pseudo-color pixel using a look-up table stored in the MCM32257 256Kx32 SRAM.  This
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data is sent via the South connection to processing element C.  The schematic for this

circuit is in color_f.1.

In processing element C, the data is acquired from the North connection.  A histogram is

built on the 2048 pseudo-colors, using one 6264 8Kx8 SRAM.  When the lagging edge of

the board is detected, the histogram is read from memory, and the locations initialized to

zero for the next histogram.  The histogram data is sent to the SUIT-2-ISA module that

buffers the histogram into a 6264 8Kx8 SRAM and enables it to be transferred across the

ISA bus to the host PC.  Also, when the lagging edge of the board is detected, an interrupt

is generated, which causes the host PC to read the histograms.  The schematic for this

circuit is in color_e.1.

In processing element F, the data is acquired from the West connection.  This is the data

that entered processing element D from the West, was split into two distinct streams, and

was passed unmodified to processing element D’s East connection.  Therefore, this data

has been applied to the FOV, Shading Correction, Thresholding, and Lead/Lag modules.

In processing element F, the three byte RGB pixel is transformed into a one-byte gray-

scale pixel that represents the average of the three color components.  This data is then

sent to processing element E via the South connection.  The schematic for this circuit is in

color_d.1.

In processing element E, the data is acquired from the North connection.  This data is

applied to a Pixel Counting module, in which the number of valid pixels is counted.  This
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number is reset every time the leading edge of a board is detected.  The data itself is

unmodified by the Pixel Count module, and passed on to a Histogram Generation module.

Here, a 256 point gray-scale histogram is generated.  When the lagging edge of the board

is detected, the histogram is read from the 6264 8Kx8 SRAM, and sent to the SUIT-2-

ISA module.  Here it is collected by another 6264 8Kx8 SRAM, and transferred across the

ISA Bus to the host PC.  The schematic for this circuit is in color_c.1.

In Mode II, many of the same operations apply.  In fact, the configurations for Mode II

are exactly the same for columns 0 (processing elements A and B) and 2 (processing

elements E and F).  The difference is in column 1 (processing elements C and D).  Since

Mode II is used during training, a full-color histogram has to be generated, rather than the

pseudo-color histogram.  Also, a sub-sampled image of the training board is to be

collected, so that the operator can verify that the training sample was scanned flawlessly.

Hence, the data passes onto the MORRPH and through processing elements A and B

where it is FOVed, Shade Corrected, Thresholded, and the Leading/Lagging edges

detected in the same manner as Mode I.  When the data enters processing element D from

the West connection, it is also split into two distinct data streams, one of which is simply

passed to the East connection, where it enters processing element F.  The other data

stream is sent to a Full-Color Histogram Generation module.  This module generates the

histogram using the MCM32257 256Kx32 SRAM in the associated support socket.  The

image data is unmodified by this module, and sent via the South connector to processing

element C.  The schematic for this circuit is in color_h.1.
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In processing element C, the image data is captured using the SUIT-2-ISA module.  Since

the ISA bus is only capable of a maximum transfer rate of 500 Kbytes / second, the image

received by the host PC is a sub-sampled version.  However, it is adequate for the

purposes of verifying that the board passed though the system with no materials-handling

or lighting problems.  The schematic for this circuit is in color_i.1.

In the two schematics just described for Mode II, notice that there are provisions to

generate the full-color histogram, but no ability to collect the full-color histogram.  Due to

the additional complexity required to design one module that both generates and collects a

histogram, and due to the enormous size of the full-color histogram, it was decided that

the histogram would be collected by reprogramming column 1 of the MORRPH board

with ram32257.pod that was described previously.  Thus, the functionality required of the

MORRPH board during training is time-multiplexed between ram32257.pod and

colorih.pod (this is the concatenation of compiled schematics color_i.1 and color_h.1).

Raw (unprocessed) images of a white and black target must also be collected by the

MORRPH board, for the shading compensation values.  Instead of building a new

schematic and POD files for this functionality, pod files colorab.pod and colorih.pod are

used from Mode II with no modification.  The modification is made to the shading data in

the two 6264 8Kx8 SRAMs that are used for shading correction.  Instead of representing

a gain and offset for a particular pixel location, the SRAM data indicates unity gain and

zero offset for every pixel value location.  Thus, the net effect of the shading correction
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module is to simply pass-through the data unmodified.  The white and black images are

then collected in the same fashion as the training sample images.

For a more detailed description of the modules, see Appendix C.
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4.4. Parameters
Many of the modules described above have parameters that modify their operation.  For

instance, the Field-Of-View module has inputs for the left and right pixel locations.  These

inputs can be either static or dynamic, depending on how the parameter is passed to the

module.  For instance, if the user wanted the left pixel of the FOV operator to always be

3810, then he would hard-wire the LEFT input bus of the FOV operator to:

GND,GND,GND,GND,VDD,GND,GND,VDD,VDD,GND.  Converting voltages to

binary, this is 00001001102, or 3810.  This value would, of course, remain static.  If the

user wanted the right pixel of the FOV operator to be programmable, he might wire the

input of the RIGHT input bus of the FOV operator to the output of two 8-bit registers.

Each of the registers would be accessible from the ISACON module, and would be

enabled by a given address or range of addresses.  Then the operator could write an

interface program that uploads the desired value of the right pixel into the MORRPH

board.  This means of specifying a value is dynamic.

Tables 5 lists the dynamic MORRPH parameters used in the Color-Sorter.

Table 5.  Dynamic Color Sorter MORRPH Parameters
Name Module Port Loc.

(Hex)
Description

THRESHOLD Threshold 00 Thresholding value for background extraction.
FRAMES Light-Check 01 Number of lines in light-check window.

LEFT-IMAGE FOV (image stream) 02,03 (hi,lo) Left-most pixel of the image window (non-incl).
RIGHT-IMAGE FOV (image stream) 04,05 (hi,lo) Right-most pixel of the image window(non-incl).
LEFT-CHECK FOV (lt chk stream) 06,07 (hi,lo) Left-most pixel of the lt chk window (non-incl).
RIGHT-CHECK FOV (lt chk stream) 08,09 (hi,lo) Right-most pixel of the lt chk window (non-incl).
NOMINAL Light-Check 0A,0B (hi,lo) Target sum of the values in lt chk window.
TOLERANCE Light-Check 0C,0D (hi,lo) Difference around NOMINAL which sum may vary.
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4.5. Ports
In addition to the parameters described above, there must be many ports on the MORRPH

board that provide communication and status information to the host PC.  The necessary

ports for the Color-Sorter are listed in Table 7.  The C-code interfaces to the MORRPH

board using these ports is in Appendix D.

Table 6.  Color Sorter MORRPH Ports
Name Port

(Hex)
Mode Description

LIGHT_INTENSITY 00,01
hi,lo

Read 16-bit light intensity value determined by Light-Check.  colorab.pod.

PC_HIST_COL-LECT_REGISTER 20 Write

Read

1XXX XXXX puts the PC Histogram in Collect Mode.
0XXX XCCC  puts the PC Hist in Retrieve Mode from Channel CCC.
PC Histogram data. coloref.pod.

RST_END_OF_BOARD
STATUS_REGISTER

21 Write
Read

XXXX XXXX resets the End Of Board.
Bit 7- End Of Board.  Bit 0-Bad Lighting Conditions. coloref.pod.

INTERRUPT_ENABLE 22 Write Bit 7- End Of Board.  Bit 0-Bad Lighting Conditions. coloref.pod.
RESET_BAD_LIGHTS 23 Write XXXX XXXX resets the Bad Lighting Conditions. coloref.pod.

BW_HIST_COL-LECT_REGISTER 40 Write

Read

1XXX XXXX puts the BW Histogram in Collect Mode.
0XXX XCCC  puts the BW Hist in Retrieve Mode from Channel CCC.
BW Histogram data. colorcd.pod.

PIXEL_COUNT 47,46,
45,44

Read Pixel Count of the board, from highest to lowest. colorcd.pod.

IMAGE_COL-LECT_REGISTER 20 Write

Read

1XXX XXXX puts the image in Collect Mode.
0XXX XCCC  puts the image in Retrieve Mode from Channel CCC.
Image data. colorih.pod.

IMAGE_WIDTH
FINISHED_REGISTER

21 Write
Read

Intended width / 4, so that values up to 1024 can be described in a byte.
C7 C6 C5 C4  C3 C2 C1 C0 Each bit position corresponds to that channel.
colorih.pod.

SEL_HI_MEM 02 Write Data=XX.  Selects the High memory for up/downloading.  mem6264.pod.
SEL_LO_MEM 03 Write Data=XX.  Selects the Low memory for up/downloading. mem6264.pod.

RST_MEM_ADDRESS 00 Write Data=XX.  Resets the memory address to 000. mem6264.pod.
MEM_DATA 01 R/W Memory Data.  Each cycle increments the memory address. mem6264.pod.

RST_32257_ADDRESS 24 Write Data=XX.  Resets the address to the MCM32257.  ram32257.pod.
LOWEST_32257_BYTE 20 R/W Memory Data. Each cycle increments the memory address.  ram32257.pod
MIDLOW_32257_BYTE 21 R/W Memory Data. ram32257.pod.
MIDHIGH_32257_BYTE 22 R/W Memory Data. ram32257.pod.
HIGHEST_32257_BYTE 23 R/W Memory Data. ram32257.pod.
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5. Conclusions

The real-time system discussed above went into full production at Aristokraft Dimension

Plant 8, in Crossville, Tennessee in May 1996.  In eighteen months of production, it has

run two shifts per day, five days per week with virtually no down time.  By utilizing the

color-sorter, Aristokraft was able to change its production layout, reducing both

manpower and floor space required to produce edge-glued panels.  Yet despite these

reductions in costs, the quality of the finished panels, measured as the percent clear, has

actually risen.

A commercialized version of the color-sorter was developed by Group Seven Systems,

Incorporated, and dubbed CESYS (Color Evaluation System).  In August of 1996, Group

7 was awarded the International Woodworking Fair’s Challenger’s Award for CESYS.

Only ten awards are presented to products which demonstrate significant innovation and

promise in the field of woodworking, and Group 7 was the only machinery manufacturer

to win a Challenger’s Award in 1996.  This technology was also cited by the National

Hardwood Lumber Association, which granted Kline, Conners, Lu, and Araman its 1997

Hardwood Research Award for their work entitled “Automatic Color Sorting System for

Hardwood Edge-Glued Panel Parts”.

At the heart of both of these systems is the MORRPH board.  It has proven itself to be

worthy in both its capabilities and its robustness.  MORRPH was the keystone in bringing

together complex algorithms, real-time speeds, cost-effective prices, and real-world
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durability, culminating in a dramatic production benefit to the customer and prestigious

recognition for the developers.

However, much has changed since the MORRPH concept first began to take form in

1994.  On the industry standard Intel microprocessors, clock speed alone has gone up by a

mere order of magnitude.  Furthermore, the 80486 has been superseded by the Pentium,

Pentium Pro, and now Pentium II lines of microprocessors, and memory and cache sizes

have increased as well.  Thus, the effective ability for a standard PC to do image

processing tasks has increased at least twenty-five fold over this time period.

This remarkable increase in the ability of the PC to do image processing tasks has a

marked impact on the field of machine vision.  Applications for which machine vision

systems were not cost-effective are now being implemented because the platform is not a

$100,000 mainframe, but a simple $3,000 PC.  Thus, the paradigm has shifted to PCI

framegrabbers transferring image data into the memory of a PC for “host-based”

processing.

This is the exact paradigm in which MORRPH was designed to work.   MORRPH would

fit between the sensors and the framegrabber, providing real-time early processing and

reducing the computational load off of the host microprocessor.

What is remarkable is that the paradigm has shifted so fast, that the MORRPH is not even

required now to solve the computational problems that it was designed to implement.  For
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instance, if the color-sorter were to be redesigned today from scratch, a dual Pentium 300

MHz system should be able to solve for a single stave in well under one second, using the

algorithms and techniques that were implemented on the MORRPH.

That is not to say that the MORRPH has been superseded.  There will always be

applications where real-time speeds are a necessity for early processing, and having a

MORRPH will allow for a dramatic speed-up in those arenas.  However, I think very few

people could have anticipated that the PC would be able to do so much computation

unaided.

Perhaps the real future of the MORRPH concept lies in a preprocessor / framegrabber

fusion—MORRPH-PCI.  Utilizing MORRPH modularity concepts, the MORRPH-PCI

could be tailored with only enough processing hardware to solve the computational

requirements of the particular application—from zero to possibly four Processing

Elements.  The PCI bus interface would allow data to pass in both directions

simultaneously.  This would allow for the Processing Elements to do a first preprocessing

pass on the data as it leaves the sensing device, but before it is placed in host memory.

Once in host memory, the Processing Elements on MORRPH-PCI could be reconfigured

for a different processing task, and the data piped from host memory, through the

MORRPH Processing Elements, and back into host memory.  Finally, when the

engineering tradeoffs between FPGA-based and PC-based processing favor the PC, the

data would be available in host memory for further processing.
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Whatever the future holds for the MORRPH, FPGA-based processing engines, and image

processing in general, it is clear that MORRPH represented a dramatic step forward in the

ability of machine vision systems to bring practical and substantial benefit to industry.
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7. Appendix A:  MORRPH Programming

This appendix contains the first iteration of a MORRPH “Operating System”.  This

consists of example C/C++ code for loading a .POD file into a column of the MORRPH

(LoadPod.cpp), example code for loading a 6264 SRAM (Load6264P.cpp), and example

code for both loading a 32257 SRAM (Load32257.cpp) and reading a 32257 SRAM

(Read32257.cpp).  This appendix also contains VHDL code for simulating the two

SRAMs.  Finally, this appendix contains ViewLogic schematics of the SRAMs, which are

used to lock down the pinouts of the SRAMs residing in support sockets for a particular

MORRPH configuration.
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7.1. LoadPod.cpp
/**********************************************************************

**                                                                   **
**    LOADPOD.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          05/12/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Load specified pod file onto MORRPH board.         **
**                made from main menu.                               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR
#define INCL_DOSDEVICES

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Loads specified POD file into column and I/O base.               **
**                                                                   **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Base must be either 0x300 or 0x304                               **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int LoadPodFile( int base, int column, char *pod_file_name )
{
   FILE *pod_file;
   int morrph_column, number_bytes;
   unsigned short byte_value;
   char byte_string[3] = {0};

   /* If column number is invalid, ... */
   if( column !=0 && column !=1 && column != 2 )
   {
      return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );
   }

   /* Attempt to open the podfile. */
   if( (pod_file = fopen( pod_file_name, "rb" )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_FILE_OPEN );
   }

   /* Convert column number into actual MORRPH column index. */
   morrph_column = (1 << column);

   /* Obtain unrestricted access to MORRPH board. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Write to the address register and wait. */
   outb( base, morrph_column );
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Set flag that column is to be reprogrammed then wait. */
   outb( base + 2, morrph_column );
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   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Specify where writes are to be directed then wait. */
   outb( base, column << 5 );
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Loop while two bytes can be read. */
   while( fread( byte_string, sizeof( char ), 2, pod_file ) == 2 )
   {
      /* Convert two digit hex number into integer. */
      byte_value = (unsigned short)strtoul( byte_string, NULL, 16 );

      /* Outpu value to I/O port. */
      outb( base + 1, byte_value );
   }

   /* Output last value again to terminate write cycle. */
   outb( base + 1, byte_value );

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH card. */
   ReleaseInterrupts( );

   /* Close previously opened file. */
   fclose (pod_file);

   /* Return no error code to calling program. */
   return(0);
}
_
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7.2. Load6264P.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    LOAD6264P.CPP                                                  **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Downloads specified file into SRAM locations       **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <os2.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

#define MEM_6264_SIZE   8096

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Loads specified file into SRAM.                                  **
**                                                                   **
**  Memval must be either 2 or 3.                                    **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Side must be either TOP or BTM                                   **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Load6264( char *file_name, int memval, int column, int side )
{
   FILE *file_ptr = NULL;
   int value_index, error_code = 0, number_values = 0;
   unsigned short morrph_data, morrph_address;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;
   char read_string[ 8 ];

   /* Check validity on passed column parameter. */
   if( (column < 0) || (column > 2) ) return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );

   /* Check validity on passed memval parameter. */
   if( (memval != 2) && (memval != 3) ) return( ERR_INVALID_MEM );

   /* Check validity on passed surface parameter. */
   if( (side != TOP) && (side != BTM) ) return( ERR_INVALID_SIDE );

   do
   {
      /* Allocate array to hold maximum number of bytes read from file. */
      if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEM_6264_SIZE )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_MALLOC;
         break;
      }

      /* Open input file. */
      if( (file_ptr = fopen( file_name, "r" )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_OPEN;
         break;
      }

      /* Set constants based upon specified surface. */
      if( side == TOP )
      {
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         /* Morrph address and data port set for top. */
         morrph_address = TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = TOP_MORRPH_DATA;
      }
      else
      {
         /* QQQQ Following code specified top surface address and data. */
         /* Morrph address and data port set for bottom. */
         morrph_address = BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = BTM_MORRPH_DATA;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();

      /* Select address and set value. */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + memval );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to write to 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop through and file and read values until end of file. */
      while( number_values < MEM_6264_SIZE &&
             fgets( read_string, 8, file_ptr ) != NULL )
      {
         /* Convert file value as hexidecimal value. */
         value_ptr[ number_values ] =
            (unsigned char)strtol( read_string, NULL, 16 );

         /* Output value to I/O Port. */
         outb( morrph_data, value_ptr[ number_values++ ] );
      }

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to read from 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop back through all values read from file. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < number_values; value_index++ )
      {
         /* If current value not equal to value read from port, ... */
         if( value_ptr[ value_index ] != (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data ) )
         {
            /* Set error code and break from loop. */
            error_code = ERR_VERIFICATION;
            break;
         }
      }

      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* If memory has been allocated, ... */
   if( value_ptr != NULL ) free( value_ptr );

   /* If file has been opened, ... */
   if( file_ptr != NULL ) fclose( file_ptr );

   /* Return success code. */
   return( error_code );
}

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Set all SRAM memory to specified value.                          **
**                                                                   **
**  Memval must be either 2 or 3.                                    **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Side must be either TOP or BTM                                   **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
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**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Set6264( int memval, int column, int side, int value )
{
   int mem_index;
   unsigned short morrph_data, morrph_address;

   /* Check validity on passed column parameter. */
   if( (column < 0) || (column > 2) ) return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );

   /* Check validity on passed memval parameter. */
   if( (memval != 2) && (memval != 3) ) return( ERR_INVALID_MEM );

   /* Check validity on passed surface parameter. */
   if( (side != TOP) && (side != BTM) ) return( ERR_INVALID_SIDE );

   do
   {
      /* Set constants based upon specified surface. */
      if( side == TOP )
      {
         /* Morrph address and data port set for top. */
         morrph_address = TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = TOP_MORRPH_DATA;
      }
      else
      {
         /* QQQQ Following code specified top surface address and data. */
         /* Morrph address and data port set for bottom. */
         morrph_address = BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = BTM_MORRPH_DATA;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();

      /* Select address and set value. */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + memval );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to write to 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop through all memory locations. */
      for( mem_index = 0; mem_index < MEM_6264_SIZE; mem_index++ )
      {
         /* Output zero to I/O Port. */
         outb( morrph_data, (unsigned short)value );
      }

      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* Return success code. */
   return( 0 );
}
_
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7.3. Ld32257.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    LD32257.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/09/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Download data file to 32257 controller.            **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#define MEMORY_SIZE 1048576

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Download data file to 32257 SRAM.  Routines assume that column   **
**  1 has been already loaded with ram32257.pod.                     **
**                                                                   **
**  Routine returns non-zero value on error.                         **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Load32257( char *file_name, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data  )
{
   FILE *file_ptr = NULL;
   int error_code = 0, value_index, byte_index;
   unsigned short byte_value;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;

   do
   {
      /* Allocate memory to hold data from file. */
      if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEMORY_SIZE )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_MALLOC;
         break;
      }

      /* Open data file from which data is to be read. */
      if( (file_ptr = fopen( file_name, "rb" )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_OPEN;
         break;
      }

      /* Read file from disk. */
      if( fread( value_ptr, MEMORY_SIZE, 1, file_ptr ) != 1 )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_ERROR;
         break;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();
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      /* Perform reset function. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Initialize write sequence. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

      /* Loop through all values. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE; value_index += 4 )
      {
         /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
         for( byte_index = 3; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
         {
            /* Set address to be written. */
            outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

            /* Write current value to data port. */
            outb( morrph_data,
               (unsigned short)value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] );
         }
      }

      /* Perform reset function. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Initialize write sequence. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

      /* Loop through all values. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE && !error_code;
           value_index += 4 )
      {
         /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
         for( byte_index = 3; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
         {
            /* Set address to be written. */
            outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

            /* Write current value to data port. */
            byte_value = inb( morrph_data );

            /* Check if current byte matches data array. */
            if( (unsigned short)value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] !=
                byte_value )
            {
               /* Set error code and break. */
               error_code = ERR_VERIFICATION;
               break;
            }
         }
      }

      /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* Close file if has been opened. */
   if( file_ptr != NULL ) fclose( file_ptr );

   /* Free memory if has been allocated. */
   if( value_ptr != NULL ) free( value_ptr );

   return( error_code );
}
_
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7.4. Rd32257.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    RD32257.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/09/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Upload data from 32257 controller.                 **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#define MAXFILESIZE 262144
#define MEMORY_SIZE 1048576

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Reads data buffer from 32257 SRAM.  Routines assume that column  **
**  1 has been already loaded with ram32257.pod.                     **
**                                                                   **
**  Routine returns non-zero value on error.                         **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Read32257( unsigned long **long_values, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   int value_index, byte_index;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;

   /* Allocate memory for read from 32257 SRAM. */
   if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEMORY_SIZE )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_MALLOC );
   }

   /* Set allocated pointer to return parameter. */
   *long_values = (unsigned long *) value_ptr;

   /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Perform reset function. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Initialize read sequence. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

   /* Brief pause before data is read. */
   DosSleep( 150 );

   /* Loop through all values. */
   for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE; value_index += 4 )
   {

      /* Assume that values will never be greater than 16.7 million*/
      /* saves two ISA cycles */
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      value_ptr[ value_index + 3 ] = 0;

      /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
      /* note: changed to 3 bytes because of above assumption */
      for( byte_index = 2; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
      {
         /* Set address to be written. */
         outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

         /* Write current value to data port. */
         value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] =
            (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );
      }
   }

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   Clear32257( morrph_address, morrph_data);

   return(0);
}
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7.5. Module M6264A
Module Name:m6264a

Module Purpose: 8K x 8 Memory

Description:

This module serves to simulate and lock the pin locations of a 6264 8K x 8 memory chip in

location 1 of the support socket.  The simulation is accomplished with a simple algorithmic model

of the memory, while the schematic simply represent the locations of the pins in the support

socket.
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VHDL Code:

entity m6264a is

        port(DATA: inout VLBIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0) := "ZZZZZZZZ";
                ADDR: in VLBIT_VECTOR(12 downto 0);
                CS2, CS1, RD, WR: in VLBIT);
end m6264a;

architecture ALG of m6264a is
type MEMORY is array (0 to 8191) of VLBIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0);

begin

---        process
--- begin
--- for i in 0 to 8191 loop
---        RAM(i) <= "00000001";
--- end loop;
--- wait;
--- end process;

        MAMORY: process(CS2, CS1, RD, WR, ADDR, DATA)
        variable RAM:MEMORY:=(others=>(others=>’0’));
        variable TEMP: INTEGER;
        begin
                if ((CS2 = ’1’) and (CS1 = ’0’)) then
                        if RD = ’0’ then
                                TEMP := v1d2int(ADDR);
                                DATA <= RAM(TEMP);
                        elsif WR = ’0’ then
                                TEMP := v1d2int(ADDR);
                                RAM(TEMP) := DATA;
                        else
                                DATA <= "ZZZZZZZZ";
                        end if;
                else
                        DATA <= "ZZZZZZZZ";
                end if;

        end process MAMORY;

end ALG;
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7.6. Module M6264B
Module Name: m6264b

Module Purpose: 8K x 8 Memory

Description:

This module also simulates 8K x 8 memory, and therefore uses the same VHDL

code.  However, the pins in the schematic tie this chip to the second available

location in the support socket.
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7.7. Module MCM32257
Module Name: mcm32257

Module Purpose: 256K x 32 SRAM

Description:

This module simulates and locks the pin locations for an MCM 32257 256K x 32

bit SRAM.  Once again, VHDL code is used for simulation, with an algorithmic

implementation of the memory.  The schematic implementation locks the pin

locations to the support socket.
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VHDL Code:

entity mcm32257 is

        port(DATA: inout VLBIT_VECTOR(31 downto 0) :=
"ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ";
                ADDR: in VLBIT_VECTOR(17 downto 0);
                CS4, CS3, CS2, CS1, RD, WR: in VLBIT;

pd1: out VLBIT := ’0’;
pd0: out VLBIT := ’0’ );

end mcm32257;

architecture ALG of mcm32257 is

begin

        MAMORY: process(CS4, CS3, CS2, CS1, RD, WR, ADDR, DATA)
type MEMORY is array (0 to 262143) of VLBIT_VECTOR(31 downto 0);

        variable RAM: MEMORY;
        variable TEMP: INTEGER;

variable once: integer:=0;
        begin

if once=0 then
once:=1;

    for i in 0 to 262143 loop
       RAM(i) :=    int2v1d(i);

-- "00000000000000000000000000000000";
end loop;

end if;

                if ((CS4 = ’0’) and (CS3 = ’0’) and (CS2 = ’0’) and (CS1 = ’0’)) then
                        if RD = ’0’ then
                                TEMP := v1d2int(ADDR);
                                DATA <= RAM(TEMP);
                        elsif WR = ’0’ then
                                TEMP := v1d2int(ADDR);
                                RAM(TEMP) := DATA;
                        else
                                DATA <= "ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ";
                        end if;
                else
                        DATA <= "ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ";
                end if;

        end process MAMORY;

end ALG;
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8. Appendix B:  Schematics of Color-Sorter Configurations

This appendix contains the top-level ViewLogic schematics for all the color sorter

configurations.  Each top-level schematic is designed to reside in one Processing Element

on the MORRPH board.  By loading each of the six Processing Elements with a different

configuration, the overall functionality of the Color Sorter is achieved.
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8.1. Module Color_A2
Module Name: Color_A2

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE A

Description:

This top-level schematic implements the first stage in the pipelined processing of the color

sorter.  Data is acquired in Pulnix format, converted into SUIT bus format, and split into

two data paths.  One data path has a field of view operator, and then the light level is

checked on the remaining data.  The other path has a different field of view operator

applied, the remaining data is then shade corrected using two external support chips, and

then thresholded.  The thresholded data is sent to Processing Element B via the North

connector.  Page two of the schematics contains the ISA ports necessary for setting the

operating parameters for all of the operations.
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8.2. Module Color_B2
Module Name: Color_B2

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE B

Description:

This top-level schematic accepts the thresholded data from processing element A, and

applies the lead/lag detector which determines the front and back edges of the board.  The

augmented data is passed East with the right connector.  Also, for debugging purposes, a

copy of the original thresholded data is passed North via the up connector
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8.3. Module Color_C
Module Name: Color_C

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE C

Description:

This top-level schematic accepts data from the North via the up connector.  The module

counts the number of pixels since the last leading edge indicator, and builds a gray-scale

histogram using an external support chip.  The Suit2ISA module captures and buffers the

histogram data for passing to the host PC.
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8.4. Module Color_D
Module Name: Color_D

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE D

Description:

This top-level schematic accepts data from the West via the left connector, and produces a

gray-scale channel which is the average of the red, green, and blue channels for each pixel.
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8.5. Module Color_E
Module Name: Color_E

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE E

Description:

This top-level schematic accepts data from the North via the up connector, and builds a

histogram.  The histogram data is buffered and passed to the host PC with the Suit2ISA module.

The trailing edge of the board initiates an interrupt which can be reset by the host PC.
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8.6. Module Color_F
Module Name: Color_F

Module Purpose: Color Sorter PE F

Description:

This top-level schematic accepts data from west on the left connector.  The data is split

into two data streams.  The first is passed to the east on the right connector.  The second

is processed with the look up table, which converts the 24-bit RGB value into a 10-bit

value based on the pre-loaded table in the MCM 32257 SRAM located in the support

socket.
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8.7. Module Color_Hist
Module Name: Color_Hist

Module Purpose: Develop a Full-Color Histogram

Description:

This top-level schematic is time-multiplexed with the functionality of the Color_F,

described above.  This module also uses the MCM 32257 SRAM, but instead of using it

to store a look-up table, the SRAM is used to store a full-color ( 64 x 64 x 64 ) histogram.

The input data is accepted from the west on the left connector, and passed unmodified to

the east on the right connector, and to the south on the down connector.
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9. Appendix C:  Module Library

The following appendix lists the middle-level modules that are the primary components of
the top-level schematics described in Appendix B.  Each of the modules adheres to the
SUIT bus, and provides specific image processing functionality.  These middle-level
modules are each composed of low-level Xilinx primitives, or low-level modules built
from low-level Xilinx primitives.
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9.1. Module AvgRGB

Module Name: AvgRGB

Module Purpose: Develop a gray-scale image, based on the RGB values

Description:

The first page of this module registers the input SUIT bus data into two eight-bit registers.

Three additional eight bit registers buffer the appropriate data from the red, green or blue

channels.  A one-shot End_Pix signals when the blue channel (which is the last of the

three) has been sampled.  On the second page, red and green channel data are added and

registered.  This registered data is then added to the blue data.  The output of this (red +

green + blue), is multiplied by 010101012 and the appropriate bits shifted out, to

effectively multiply by 1/3.  This data is incremented, in order to round appropriately, and

registered.  The output of this register is the SUIT data passed out of this module.   The

control word of the SUIT bus is formed by setting the channel bits to 1002, passing the

Line Strobe and Frame Strobe signals through a one-shot to ensure their proper operation,

and registering the remaining three signals from the input control word captured in the

first series of registers.
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9.2. Module Check_Lt
Module Name: Check_Lt

Module Purpose: Monitor the average pixel intensity of the input data

Description:

In this module, a nineteen bit accumulator holds the current sum of the pixels counted so

far.  Every subsequent pixel is added to the accumulator through a 24 bit adder.  After

NumFrame line strobes have been counted, the finished signal goes high for one clock

cycle, causing the accumulated data to get registered and produce the sixteen bit intensity

vector.  The value of intensity is compared with the nominal (desired ) value, and the

tolerance, to produce the Lights_OK signal.
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9.3. Module ConDown
Module Name: ConDown

Module Purpose: Pins for the down connector

Description:

This schematic simply locks the appropriate pins for the down connector.
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9.4. Module ConISA
Module Name: ConISA

Module Purpose: Pins for the ISA connection

Description:

This module specifies the pins in the ISA connection.  This module also specifies the

buffers of the pins, since they are all not simply driven the same way.
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9.5. Module ConLeft
Module Name: ConLeft

Module Purpose: Pins for the left connection

Description:

This module simply specifies the location of the pins in the left connector.
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9.6. Module ConRight
Module Name: ConRight

Module Purpose: Specify the pins on the right connector.

Description:

This module simply locks down the location of the pins for the right connection.
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9.7. Module ConSup_SUIT
Module Name: ConSup_SUIT

Module Purpose: Pins for the support SUIT connector

Description:

This module, mostly used for debugging purposes, allows the addition of a module which

ties a SUIT bus line to the support socket, so the internal data can be seen externally.
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9.8. Module ConUp
Module Name: ConUp

Module Purpose: Pins for the up connection

Description:

This module simply ties down the pins of the up connector.
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9.9. Module CountPix
Module Name: CountPix

Module Purpose: Count the number of pixels.

Description:

This module buffers the input data into two eight-bit registers.  Each valid pixel, in the aoi,

after a frame strobe causes the 32 bit Num_Pix to be incremented.  An End Strobe, or a

reset causes counting to stop, until the next frame strobe reenables it.  The input data is

buffered again into two eight bit registers, and passed out unmodified for further

processing.
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9.10. Module FOV
Module Name: FOV

Module Purpose: Provide a windowing operation in the x direction.

Description:

This module operates by registering the input SUIT bus into two sixteen-bit registers.

When the channel bits of the SUIT bus control word match KeyCh, the VL pulse will

cause Pixel to be incremented once.  The value of Pixel is reset on a LS, so it will always

contain the x-coordinate of the current pixel.  The value of Pixel is then compared with the

values of Start and End, and if Pixel is between them, then InFOV becomes high.  The VL

output signal is logically anded with InFOV, thus eliminating any signals from pixels

whose x-coordinate is less than Start or greater than End.
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9.11. Module HistFull
Module Name: HistFull

Module Purpose: Develop a full-color histogram

Description:

On the first page of the schematic, the input SUIT bus is registered, the red, green, and

blue channel values are decoded, and the individual color values are each registered.  Two

important control signals are also developed, In_AOI, meaning that this pixel is in the area

of interest, and the corresponding histogram value should be incremented, and End_Pix,

signaling that the last element of the pixel, the blue channel, has just been registered.  On

the second page, the top six bits of each color channel are concatenated to form and 18-bit

address, which are registered in output registers.  All signal timing is based on the

End_pix, which produces an Enable, a Go_Wr, and a Tri signal.  These signals cause the

data from memory to be read and registered into Num_Br.  Num_Br is incremented to

produce Num_Added, which is registered into Num_After.  The Num_After signal is sent

out to the memory when Tri sends the tri-state buffer out of tri-state mode, and the

Go_Wr signals a write into the external MCM 32257 memory.
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9.12. Module HistW
Module Name: HistW

Module Purpose: Develop a 24-bit histogram with an 8-bit SRAM

Description:

The first page of this five page schematic develops a twelve stage state machine.  The state

machine is a counter which resets when it hits twelve.  The state of the counter is then

used to drive the states of the signals which will control reading and writing to the SRAM.

On the second page, an address is formed from the registered data, which of the three

bytes is currently being accessed, and which channel the data comes from.  Data from the

memory is registered to form the Count signal, which is incremented to form the Return

signal.  On page three, the three bytes of Return are multiplexed onto a single byte, and

registered into OMemD.  The OMemD signal drives the output of the bidirectional buffers

which access the data signals of the SRAM.  On page four, multiplexors switch the

address data depending on whether this module is currently building a histogram, or

reading it out.  Finally, on page five, a counter produces the addresses when the module is

reading and resetting the histogram, and a register is provided which buffers the values of

the histogram read from the SRAM.
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9.13. Module InPulWill
Module Name: InPulWill

Module Purpose: Accept Data from a Pulnix camera and convert to SUIT.

Description:

In this schematic, input camera data is buffered through InBuffs.  Data is registered with

the CClk, a signal from the camera.  The state of the ADS* signal from the camera is also

registered by CClk, but then inverted and run through a One-Shot to form the LineStrobe

Signal.  This high causes a count from 0 to 2 on the Count signal, which produces a SUIT

bus LS on channels 0, 1, and 2.  The CClk signal is registered twice, sent through a One-

Shot, and it becomes the Valid signal, indicating a pixel.  PhiR, PhiG, and PhiB are one-

hot signals from the camera indicating that the current pixel is red, green, or blue.  PhiG is

registered to CS0, indicating that green is channel 1, and PhiB is registered to CS1

indicating that blue is channel 2.  This leaves red to be channel 0.  The x-coordinate of the

current pixel is tracked using a counter, and its value compared to Start and End.  If the

current pixel is between them, then the InFOV signal is asserted.  This signal is anded with

the Valid signal in order to produce the SUIT bus VL signal, indicating a valid pixel.
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9.14. Module LeadLag
Module Name: LeadLag

Module Purpose: Find the leading and lagging edges of a board

Description:

The Lead / Lag module registers the input SUIT bus into two 8-bit registers.  The state of

the Interesting lines indicates whether any of the pixels since the last LineStrobe were in

the area of interest.  The Interesting line is sampled every time LS goes high, and captured

by the Was_Int line.  If the proceeding line Was_Int is low, and the current line is

Interesting, the FS is raised for one clock cycle.  If the proceeding line Was_Int, and the

current line is not Interesting, then EndS is raised for one clock cycle.  The output data is

registered, and sent out a SUIT bus.
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9.15. Module LookUp
Module Name: LookUp

Module Purpose: Modify pixel data based on an external look-up table

Description:

On the first page, the input data is registered into two 8-bit registers.  The Channel Select

lines are decoded to form Red, Green, and Blue signals.  The data for the individual

channels is registered into three 8-bit registers, and an End_Pix signal, indicating that the

blue data has just been registered, is developed.  On the second page, the top six bits from

each color channel are concatenated to form an address to send to the external 256K x 32

SRAM.  The End_Pix signal causes data to be registered from the memory.  This data

forms the data word of the output SUIT bus signal, as well as the Channel Select bits.

Once the data is registered, the output Valid signal is raised high for one clock pulse.

Thus, the input data has been converted from 24-bit time-multiplexed RGB data into 11-

bit data.  The other signals in the control word are restored from the input.
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9.16. Module M8B2
Module Name: m8b2

Module Purpose: Multiplex 8-Bits wide, two inputs.

Description:

This module employs the standard XC4000 Library component 1-bit multiplexors to

multiplex an eight-bit bus.
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9.17. Module M8B4
Module Name: m8b4

Module Purpose: Multiplex 8-Bits wide, four inputs.

Description:

This module employs the m8b2 module described above, to multiplex 8 bits from four

inputs.
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9.18. Module O16Bus
Module Name: O16Bus

Module Purpose: Provide a 16-bit output

Description:

This module exemplifies changing the i/o format of an existing module.  In this case, the

sixteen inputs and sixteen outputs can be specified on two, 16-bit busses.
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9.19. Module ShadeWill
Module Name: ShadeWill

Module Purpose: Shade Correct every pixel by color and x-coordinate.

Description:

On the first page, the input SUIT bus is registered by two 8-bit registers.  The control

word of the SUIT bus is registered six more times, to provide for the latency in looking up

the shading data for the pixel, and applying it to the data portion of the SUIT input.  A

Valid pulse causes the input data to be registered, the Channel Select lines to be registed,

and a counter indicating the x-coordinate of the current pixel is incremented one clock

cycle later.  At the same time, the signals to perform a read on the two external 8Kx8

SRAMS are lowered for one clock cycle.  The address to the memories is specified by the

Channel Select lines concatenated with the current x-coordinate.  The data from the

memory is registered into the six-bit BVal, and the 10-bit MVal.  On the second page,

BVal is inverted and added to the input pixel data.  The sum is then multiplied by MVal.

Finally, overflow and underflow conditions are checked before the new, shade-corrected

data is registered for output.
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9.20. Module SUIT2ISA
Module Name: SUIT2ISA

Module Purpose: Desc

Description:

This module is used to buffer and transfer SUIT bus data across the ISA bus to the host PC.  Data is

buffered using the 6264 SRAM.  A flag is then set indicating to the host PC that a line of data is ready for

transfer.  The host initiates the transfer out of the 6264 with one IOR cycle for each byte of data.  Data

cannot by simultaneously read from and written to the SRAM, so use of this module can result in

subsampling when the line time between the end of a line of data and the start of the next line is shorter

than the time it takes to transfer the data across the ISA bus.
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9.21. Module Thresh
Module Name: Thresh

Module Purpose: Perform Background Extraction

Description:

On the first page, the 16-bit input SUIT word is registered, the signals indicating the Red,

Green, and Blue channels are decoded, and the End_Pix signal is generated.  On the

second page, a twelve-cycle state machine is developed.  This allows the data to be placed

on the output SUIT bus after the thresholding comparison has been made.  In this case,

the red data is compared to the value of Thresh.  If it is higher, the output In_AOI is set.

On the third page, the value of the state machine is used to multiplex the red, green , and

blue data onto the output SUIT bus.
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10. Appendix D:  Complete C Code MORRPH Interface for Color-
Sorter

This appendix lists the C Code used to interface with the MORRPH board in the Color-

Sorter Product.  MORRPH.H  contains constants and function prototypes.

MSETUP.CPP contains code to set the MORRPH boards to the various modes of

operation and set constants.  LOADPOD.CPP is used to load .POD files into the

Processing Elements of the MORRPH.  LOAD6264P.CPP is used to clear, read, and write

from the 6264 SRAMS on the MORRPH.  LD32257.CPP loads data into the 32257

SRAM, while RD32257.CPP clears and reads data from the 32257 SRAM.

RDRTHIST.CPP reads the real-time b/w and color histograms from the MORRPH

boards.  CIMAGE.H and CIMAGE.CPP read the realtime full color image from the

MORRPH board.

Many of the code fragments are derived from the example code given in Appendix A.

Whereas Appendix A provided a minimal starting point to configure the MORRPH and

read from SRAM on the board, this appendix provides the complete code for interfacing

with the MORRPH in the color-sorting application.
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10.1. MORRPH.H
/**********************************************************************

**                                                                   **
**    MORRPH.H                                                       **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Information on addresses and communication with MORRPH**
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

#ifndef MORRPH_HEADER
#define MORRPH_HEADER

/* Set flag inorder for IWindow to be recognized by compiler. */
class IWindow;
/* Locations for MORRPH boards within I/O space. */
#define TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS  0x300
#define TOP_MORRPH_DATA     0x301
#define TOP_MORRPH_RESET    0x302

#define BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS  0x304
#define BTM_MORRPH_DATA     0x305
#define BTM_MORRPH_RESET    0x306

/* Setup modes for MORRPH board. */
#define MODE_COLLECT       20
#define MODE_LOAD32257     21
#define MODE_TRAIN         22
#define MODE_COLORMATCH    23
#define MODE_SHADING       24
#define MODE_RETRAIN       25

/* Structure to define single surface parameters for MORRPH. */
typedef struct surface_constants
{
   unsigned short threshold;
   unsigned short frames;

   unsigned short left_image;
   unsigned short right_image;
   unsigned short left_check;
   unsigned short right_check;
   unsigned short nominal;
   unsigned short tolerance;
} SURFACE_CONSTANTS;

/* Structure to define double surface parameters for MORRPH. */
typedef struct morrph_constants
{
   SURFACE_CONSTANTS top;
   SURFACE_CONSTANTS bottom;

} MORRPH_CONSTANTS;

#ifdef BLOCKINT_MODULE

/* Global data to aid in assignment of address and data registers. */
unsigned short Xmorrph_address[ 2 ] =
   { TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS };
unsigned short Xmorrph_data[ 2 ] =
   { TOP_MORRPH_DATA, BTM_MORRPH_DATA };

#else

/* Global data to aid in assignment of address and data registers. */
extern unsigned short Xmorrph_address[ 2 ];
extern unsigned short Xmorrph_data[ 2 ];

#endif

/* Initialization functions for MORRPH semaphore. */
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int OpenMorrphSemaphore( void );
int CloseMorrphSemaphore( void );

int BlockInterrupts( IWindow *parent = NULL );
int ReleaseInterrupts( void );

/* External prototypes required by external code. */
int MorrphModeSelect( int mode, MORRPH_CONSTANTS *morrph_const );

int CalculateShadingValues( float *white_pixels, float *black_pixels,
   int number_pixels, char *high_file_name, char *low_file_name );

int Read32257( unsigned long **long_values, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data );

int Load32257( char *file_name, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data );

int Clear32257( unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

int ReadBlackWhiteHistogram( unsigned long **bw_hist,
   unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

int ReadRealtimeHistograms( unsigned long *hist_bw, unsigned long *hist_pc,
   unsigned long *number_pixels, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data );

#ifdef MORRPH_MODULES

#define MAX_WIDTH          1024
#define CAMERA_LINE_LENGTH 864

#define TOP_BASE            0x300
#define BTM_BASE            0x304

#define TOP                 0x300
#define BTM                 0x304

#define  PC       0x20
#define  BW       0x40

#define     THRESHOLD               0x00    /*FOR BACKGROUND EXTRACTION*/
#define     FRAMES                  0x01    /*FOR LIGHT CHECK*/
#define     LEFT_IMAGE_HI_BYTE      0x02    /*FIELD OF VIEW */
#define     LEFT_IMAGE_LO_BYTE      0x03    /*    "         */
#define     RIGHT_IMAGE_HI_BYTE     0x04    /*    "         */
#define     RIGHT_IMAGE_LO_BYTE     0x05    /*    "         */
#define     LEFT_CHECK_HI_BYTE      0x06    /*  LIGHT CHECK FOV*/
#define     LEFT_CHECK_LO_BYTE      0x07    /*    "         */
#define     RIGHT_CHECK_HI_BYTE     0x08    /*    "         */
#define     RIGHT_CHECK_LO_BYTE     0x09    /*    "         */
#define     NOMINAL_HI_BYTE         0x0a    /*Light Check values*/
#define     NOMINAL_LO_BYTE         0x0b    /*      "       */
#define     TOLERANCE_HI_BYTE       0x0c    /*    "         */
#define     TOLERANCE_LO_BYTE       0x0d    /*    "         */
#define     LIGHT_INTENSITY_HI_BYTE 0x00
#define     LIGHT_INTENSITY_LO_BYTE 0x01

#define     PC_HIST_COLLECT_MODE_REGISTER       0x20
/*                1 X X X X X X X   COLLECT MODE                     */
/*                0 X X X X C2 C1 C0  RETRIVE FROM C                 */
#define     PC_HIST_DATA                        0x20
#define     STATUS_REGISTER                     0x21
/*              EOB X X X X X X BAD_LT                               */
#define     RESET_END_OF_BOARD                  0x21    /* data = XX */
#define     INTERRUPT_ENABLE                    0x22    /*           */
#define     RESET_BAD_LIGHTS                    0x23    /* data = XX */

#define     BW_HIST_COLLECT_MODE_REGISTER       0x40
/*              1 X X X X X X X   COLLECT MODE                       */
/*              0 X X X X C2 C1 C0  RETRIVE FROM C                   */
#define     BW_HIST_DATA                        0x40
#define     PIXEL_COUNT_HIGHEST                 0x47
#define     PIXEL_COUNT_MIDHIGH                 0x46
#define     PIXEL_COUNT_MIDLOW                  0x45
#define     PIXEL_COUNT_LOWEST                  0x44

#define     IMAGE_WIDTH                         0x21    /*DIVIDED BY 4*/
#define     FINISHED_REGISTER                   0x21
/*              CH7 CH6 CH5 CH4 CH3 CH2 CH1 CH0                       */
#define     IMAGE_COLLECT_MODE_REGISTER         0x20
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/*              1 X X X X X X X   COLLECT MODE                        */
/*              0 X X X X C2 C1 C0  RETRIVE FROM C                    */
#define     IMAGE_DATA                          0x20

#define     SELECT_HI_MEM                       0x02    /*DATA=XX*/
#define     SELECT_LO_MEM                       0x03    /*DATA=XX */
#define     RESET_MEM_ADDRESS                   0x00    /*DATA=XX*/
#define     MEM_DATA                            0x01

#define     RESET_32257_ADDRESS                 0x24    /*DATA=XX*/
#define     LOWEST_32257_BYTE                   0x20    /*CYCLES R/W, INCREMENTS*/
#define     MIDLOW_32257_BYTE                   0x21
#define     MIDHIGH_32257_BYTE                  0x22
#define     HIGHEST_32257_BYTE                  0x23

/* these are the error codes:    */

#define ERR_FILE_OPEN            -1
#define ERR_MALLOC               -2
#define ERR_INVALID_COLUMN       -3
#define ERR_VERIFICATION         -4
#define ERR_INVALID_SIDE         -5
#define ERR_INVALID_MEM          -6
#define ERR_SHADING_DATA         -7
#define ERR_SHADING_SLOPE        -8
#define ERR_SHADING_Y_INTERCEPT  -9
#define ERR_MORRPH_TIMEOUT       -10
#define ERR_PASSED_PARAMETER     -11
#define ERR_FILE_ERROR           -12

int LoadPodFile( int base, int column, char *pod_file_name );
int Load6264( char *infile_name, int memval, int column, int side );
int Set6264( int memval, int column, int side, int value );

#endif
#endif
_
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10.2. MSetup.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    MSETUP.CPP                                                     **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Set MORRPH to specific funtion.                    **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR
#define INCL_DOSDEVICES

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/* Functions only to be called internally. */
static void SetMorrphConstants( SURFACE_CONSTANTS *surface,
   unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Set MORRPH to specific mode of operation.                        **
**                                                                   **
**        MODE_COLLECT        collect black and white images.        **
**        MODE_LOAD32257      read and write to the 32257.           **
**        MODE_TRAIN          builds histograms and image.           **
**        MODE_COLORMATCH     build histograms (interrupts).         **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int MorrphModeSelect( int mode, MORRPH_CONSTANTS *morrph_const )
{
   int error_code = 0, shading_enabled = 0;

   /* Verify that current process has exclusive access to MORRPH. */
   if( BlockInterrupts() ) return( 1 );

   /* Perform setup based upon selected mode. */
   switch( mode )
   {
      /* Set MORRPH to collect shaded image data for light graph. */
      case MODE_SHADING:
      {
         /* Set flag to actual shading data is loaded. */
         shading_enabled = 1;
      }

      /* Set MORRPH to collect data for black and image test images. */
      case MODE_COLLECT:
      {
         /* Load first pod file then load default shade compensation values. */
         error_code = LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod" );

         /* If shading has been enabled, ... */
         if( shading_enabled )
         {
            Load6264( "tlo.mem", 3, 0, TOP );
            Load6264( "thi.mem", 2, 0, TOP );
         }
         else
         {
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            /* Download default shading parameters. */
            Set6264( 3, 0, TOP, 0 );
            Set6264( 2, 0, TOP, 1 );
         }

         /* Load second pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod" );

         /* Download system constants to top surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->top,  TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            TOP_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Load third pod file to top surface. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod" );

         /* Load first pod file then load default shade compensation values. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod");

         /* If shading has been enabled, ... */
         if( shading_enabled )
         {
            /* Download actual shading values. */
            Load6264( "blo.mem", 3, 0, BTM );
            Load6264( "bhi.mem", 2, 0, BTM );
         }
         else
         {
            /* Download default shading parameters. */
            Set6264( 3, 0, BTM, 0 );
            Set6264( 2, 0, BTM, 1 );
         }

         /* Down load second pod file to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile(BTM_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod");

         /* Download system constants to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->bottom,  BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            BTM_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Download third pod file to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile(BTM_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod");
      }
      break;

      /* Set MORRPH to collect full histograms, B/W histograms, and image. */
      case MODE_TRAIN:
      {
         /* Download first top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod" );
         Load6264( "tlo.mem", 3, 0, TOP );
         Load6264( "thi.mem", 2, 0, TOP );

         /* Download second top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile(TOP_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod");

         /* Download system constants to top surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->top,  TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            TOP_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Set pod file in order to access 6264 memory. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 1, TOP, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 1, TOP, 0 );

         /* Load third pod file for top surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod" );

         /* Load forth pod file for top surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 2, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 2, TOP, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 2, TOP, 0 );

         /* Load fifth pod file for top surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 2, "colorcd.pod" );

         /* But morrph in collect mode for B/W histogram. */
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x40 );
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_DATA, 0xff);

         /* Output reset to MORRPH card. */
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21);
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         outb( TOP_MORRPH_DATA, 0x21);

         /* Download first pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod" );
         Load6264( "blo.mem", 3, 0, BTM );
         Load6264( "bhi.mem", 2, 0, BTM );

         /* Download second pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod" );

         /* Download system constants to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->bottom,  BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            BTM_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Set pod file in order to access 6264 memory. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 1, BTM, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 1, BTM, 0 );

         /* Download third pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod" );

         /* Download forth pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 2, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 2, BTM, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 2, BTM, 0 );

         /* Download fifth pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 2, "colorcd.pod" );

         /* But morrph in collect mode for B/W histogram. */
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x40 );
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_DATA, 0xff);

         /* Output reset to MORRPH card. */
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21);
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_DATA, 0x21);
      }
      break;

   case MODE_RETRAIN:
      {

         /* Load third pod file for top surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod" );

         /* But morrph in collect mode for B/W histogram. */
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x40 );
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_DATA, 0xff);

         /* Output reset to MORRPH card. */
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21);
         outb( TOP_MORRPH_DATA, 0x21);

         /* Download third pod file for bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "colorih.pod" );

         /* But morrph in collect mode for B/W histogram. */
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x40 );
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_DATA, 0xff);

         /* Output reset to MORRPH card. */
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21);
         outb( BTM_MORRPH_DATA, 0x21);
      }
      break;

      /* Set MORRPH to collect full histograms, B/W histograms, and image. */
      case MODE_COLORMATCH:
      {
         /* Download first top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod" );
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         Load6264( "tlo.mem", 3, 0, TOP );
         Load6264( "thi.mem", 2, 0, TOP );

         /* Download second top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod" );

         /* Download system constants to top surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->top,  TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            TOP_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Download third top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 1, TOP, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 1, TOP, 0 );

         /* Download forth top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "coloref.pod" );

         /* Download fifth top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 2, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 2, TOP, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 2, TOP, 0 );

         /* Download sixth top surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile(TOP_BASE, 2, "colorcd.pod");

         /* Download first bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 0, "mem6264.pod" );
         Load6264( "blo.mem", 3, 0, BTM );
         Load6264( "bhi.mem", 2, 0, BTM );

         /* Download second bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 0, "clrab2.pod" );

         /* Download system constants to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         SetMorrphConstants( &morrph_const->bottom,  BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
            BTM_MORRPH_DATA );

         /* Download third bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 1, BTM, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 1, BTM, 0 );

         /* Download forth bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "coloref.pod" );

         /* Download fifth bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 2, "mem6264.pod" );
         Set6264( 3, 2, BTM, 0 );
         Set6264( 2, 2, BTM, 0 );

         /* Download sixth bottom surface MORRPH pod file. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 2, "colorcd.pod" );
      }
      break;

      /* Set mode to read full color histogram and write pallette mapping. */
      case MODE_LOAD32257:
      {
         /* Load single POD file to top surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( TOP_BASE, 1, "ram32257.pod" );

         /* Load single POD file to bottom surface MORRPH. */
         LoadPodFile( BTM_BASE, 1, "ram32257.pod" );
      }
      break;
   }

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   /* Return no error to calling program. */
   return( 0 );
}

/********************************************************
** Write system constants to specified surface MORRPH. **
********************************************************/
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void SetMorrphConstants( SURFACE_CONSTANTS *surface, unsigned short address,
   unsigned short data )
{
   /* Select threshold constant and download. */
   outb( address, THRESHOLD );
   outb( data, surface->threshold );

   /* Select frames constant and download. */
   outb( address, FRAMES );
   outb( data, surface->frames );

   /* Set high byte for left or top edge of image. */
   outb( address, LEFT_IMAGE_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->left_image - 1) >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for left or top edge of image. */
   outb( address, LEFT_IMAGE_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->left_image - 1) & 0xFF );

   /* Set high byte for right or bottom edge of image. */
   outb( address, RIGHT_IMAGE_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->right_image + 1) >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for right or bottom edge of image. */
   outb( address, RIGHT_IMAGE_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->right_image + 1) & 0xFF );

   /* Set high byte for left or top edge of light check region. */
   outb( address, LEFT_CHECK_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->left_check - 1) >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for left or top edge of light check region. */
   outb( address, LEFT_CHECK_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->left_check - 1) & 0xFF );

   /* Set high byte for right or bottom edge of light check region. */
   outb( address, RIGHT_CHECK_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->right_check + 1) >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for right or bottom edge of light check region. */
   outb( address, RIGHT_CHECK_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, (surface->right_check + 1) & 0xFF );

   /* Set high byte for target light checking value. */
   outb( address, NOMINAL_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, surface->nominal >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for target light checking value. */
   outb( address, NOMINAL_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, surface->nominal & 0xFF );

   /* Set high byte for light checking tolerance. */
   outb( address, TOLERANCE_HI_BYTE );
   outb( data, surface->tolerance >> 8 );

   /* Set low byte for light checking tolerance. */
   outb( address, TOLERANCE_LO_BYTE );
   outb( data, surface->tolerance & 0xFF );

   return;
}
_
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10.3. LoadPod.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    LOADPOD.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          05/12/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Load specified pod file onto MORRPH board.         **
**                made from main menu.                               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR
#define INCL_DOSDEVICES

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Loads specified POD file into column and I/O base.               **
**                                                                   **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Base must be either 0x300 or 0x304                               **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int LoadPodFile( int base, int column, char *pod_file_name )
{
   FILE *pod_file;
   int morrph_column, number_bytes;
   unsigned short byte_value;
   char byte_string[3] = {0};

   /* If column number is invalid, ... */
   if( column !=0 && column !=1 && column != 2 )
   {
      return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );
   }

   /* Attempt to open the podfile. */
   if( (pod_file = fopen( pod_file_name, "rb" )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_FILE_OPEN );
   }

   /* Convert column number into actual MORRPH column index. */
   morrph_column = (1 << column);

   /* Obtain unrestricted access to MORRPH board. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Write to the address register and wait. */
   outb( base, morrph_column );
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Set flag that column is to be reprogrammed then wait. */
   outb( base + 2, morrph_column );
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Specify where writes are to be directed then wait. */
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   outb( base, column << 5 );
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Loop while two bytes can be read. */
   while( fread( byte_string, sizeof( char ), 2, pod_file ) == 2 )
   {
      /* Convert two digit hex number into integer. */
      byte_value = (unsigned short)strtoul( byte_string, NULL, 16 );

      /* Outpu value to I/O port. */
      outb( base + 1, byte_value );
   }

   /* Output last value again to terminate write cycle. */
   outb( base + 1, byte_value );

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH card. */
   ReleaseInterrupts( );

   /* Close previously opened file. */
   fclose (pod_file);

   /* Return no error code to calling program. */
   return(0);
}
_
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10.4. Load6264P.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    LOAD6264P.CPP                                                  **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Downloads specified file into SRAM locations       **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <os2.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

#define MEM_6264_SIZE   8096

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Loads specified file into SRAM.                                  **
**                                                                   **
**  Memval must be either 2 or 3.                                    **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Side must be either TOP or BTM                                   **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Load6264( char *file_name, int memval, int column, int side )
{
   FILE *file_ptr = NULL;
   int value_index, error_code = 0, number_values = 0;
   unsigned short morrph_data, morrph_address;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;
   char read_string[ 8 ];

   /* Check validity on passed column parameter. */
   if( (column < 0) || (column > 2) ) return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );

   /* Check validity on passed memval parameter. */
   if( (memval != 2) && (memval != 3) ) return( ERR_INVALID_MEM );

   /* Check validity on passed surface parameter. */
   if( (side != TOP) && (side != BTM) ) return( ERR_INVALID_SIDE );

   do
   {
      /* Allocate array to hold maximum number of bytes read from file. */
      if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEM_6264_SIZE )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_MALLOC;
         break;
      }

      /* Open input file. */
      if( (file_ptr = fopen( file_name, "r" )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_OPEN;
         break;
      }

      /* Set constants based upon specified surface. */
      if( side == TOP )
      {
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         /* Morrph address and data port set for top. */
         morrph_address = TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = TOP_MORRPH_DATA;
      }
      else
      {
         /* QQQQ Following code specified top surface address and data. */
         /* Morrph address and data port set for bottom. */
         morrph_address = BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = BTM_MORRPH_DATA;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();

      /* Select address and set value. */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + memval );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to write to 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop through and file and read values until end of file. */
      while( number_values < MEM_6264_SIZE &&
             fgets( read_string, 8, file_ptr ) != NULL )
      {
         /* Convert file value as hexidecimal value. */
         value_ptr[ number_values ] =
            (unsigned char)strtol( read_string, NULL, 16 );

         /* Output value to I/O Port. */
         outb( morrph_data, value_ptr[ number_values++ ] );
      }

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to read from 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop back through all values read from file. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < number_values; value_index++ )
      {
         /* If current value not equal to value read from port, ... */
         if( value_ptr[ value_index ] != (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data ) )
         {
            /* Set error code and break from loop. */
            error_code = ERR_VERIFICATION;
            break;
         }
      }

      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* If memory has been allocated, ... */
   if( value_ptr != NULL ) free( value_ptr );

   /* If file has been opened, ... */
   if( file_ptr != NULL ) fclose( file_ptr );

   /* Return success code. */
   return( error_code );
}

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Set all SRAM memory to specified value.                          **
**                                                                   **
**  Memval must be either 2 or 3.                                    **
**  Column must be either 0, 1, or 2.                                **
**  Side must be either TOP or BTM                                   **
**                                                                   **
**  Non-zero return indicates that error has occurred.               **
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**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Set6264( int memval, int column, int side, int value )
{
   int mem_index;
   unsigned short morrph_data, morrph_address;

   /* Check validity on passed column parameter. */
   if( (column < 0) || (column > 2) ) return( ERR_INVALID_COLUMN );

   /* Check validity on passed memval parameter. */
   if( (memval != 2) && (memval != 3) ) return( ERR_INVALID_MEM );

   /* Check validity on passed surface parameter. */
   if( (side != TOP) && (side != BTM) ) return( ERR_INVALID_SIDE );

   do
   {
      /* Set constants based upon specified surface. */
      if( side == TOP )
      {
         /* Morrph address and data port set for top. */
         morrph_address = TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = TOP_MORRPH_DATA;
      }
      else
      {
         /* QQQQ Following code specified top surface address and data. */
         /* Morrph address and data port set for bottom. */
         morrph_address = BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS;
         morrph_data = BTM_MORRPH_DATA;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();

      /* Select address and set value. */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + memval );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Write reset to specified address. */
      outb( morrph_address, column << 5 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Process now ready to write to 6264 */
      outb( morrph_address, (column << 5) + 1 );

      /* Loop through all memory locations. */
      for( mem_index = 0; mem_index < MEM_6264_SIZE; mem_index++ )
      {
         /* Output zero to I/O Port. */
         outb( morrph_data, (unsigned short)value );
      }

      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* Return success code. */
   return( 0 );
}
_
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10.5. Ld32257.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    LD32257.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/09/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Download data file to 32257 controller.            **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#define MEMORY_SIZE 1048576

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Download data file to 32257 SRAM.  Routines assume that column   **
**  1 has been already loaded with ram32257.pod.                     **
**                                                                   **
**  Routine returns non-zero value on error.                         **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Load32257( char *file_name, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data  )
{
   FILE *file_ptr = NULL;
   int error_code = 0, value_index, byte_index;
   unsigned short byte_value;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;

   do
   {
      /* Allocate memory to hold data from file. */
      if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEMORY_SIZE )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_MALLOC;
         break;
      }

      /* Open data file from which data is to be read. */
      if( (file_ptr = fopen( file_name, "rb" )) == NULL )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_OPEN;
         break;
      }

      /* Read file from disk. */
      if( fread( value_ptr, MEMORY_SIZE, 1, file_ptr ) != 1 )
      {
         /* Set error code and break from loop. */
         error_code = ERR_FILE_ERROR;
         break;
      }

      /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
      BlockInterrupts();
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      /* Perform reset function. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Initialize write sequence. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

      /* Loop through all values. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE; value_index += 4 )
      {
         /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
         for( byte_index = 3; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
         {
            /* Set address to be written. */
            outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

            /* Write current value to data port. */
            outb( morrph_data,
               (unsigned short)value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] );
         }
      }

      /* Perform reset function. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );

      /* Initialize write sequence. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

      /* Loop through all values. */
      for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE && !error_code;
           value_index += 4 )
      {
         /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
         for( byte_index = 3; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
         {
            /* Set address to be written. */
            outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

            /* Write current value to data port. */
            byte_value = inb( morrph_data );

            /* Check if current byte matches data array. */
            if( (unsigned short)value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] !=
                byte_value )
            {
               /* Set error code and break. */
               error_code = ERR_VERIFICATION;
               break;
            }
         }
      }

      /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
      ReleaseInterrupts();

   } while( 0 );

   /* Close file if has been opened. */
   if( file_ptr != NULL ) fclose( file_ptr );

   /* Free memory if has been allocated. */
   if( value_ptr != NULL ) free( value_ptr );

   return( error_code );
}
_
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10.6. Rd32257.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    RD32257.CPP                                                    **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/09/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Upload data from 32257 controller.                 **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#define MAXFILESIZE 262144
#define MEMORY_SIZE 1048576

#include <os2.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**  Reads data buffer from 32257 SRAM.  Routines assume that column  **
**  1 has been already loaded with ram32257.pod.                     **
**                                                                   **
**  Routine returns non-zero value on error.                         **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

int Read32257( unsigned long **long_values, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   int value_index, byte_index;
   unsigned char *value_ptr = NULL;

   /* Allocate memory for read from 32257 SRAM. */
   if( (value_ptr = (unsigned char *)malloc( MEMORY_SIZE )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_MALLOC );
   }

   /* Set allocated pointer to return parameter. */
   *long_values = (unsigned long *) value_ptr;

   /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Perform reset function. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Initialize read sequence. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

   /* Brief pause before data is read. */
   DosSleep( 150 );

   /* Loop through all values. */
   for( value_index = 0; value_index < MEMORY_SIZE; value_index += 4 )
   {

      /* Assume that values will never be greater than 16.7 million*/
      /* saves two ISA cycles */
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      value_ptr[ value_index + 3 ] = 0;

      /* Loop though 4 bytes contained in double word. */
      /* note: changed to 3 bytes because of above assumption */
      for( byte_index = 2; byte_index >= 0; byte_index-- )
      {
         /* Set address to be written. */
         outb( morrph_address, (0x20 + (unsigned short)byte_index) );

         /* Write current value to data port. */
         value_ptr[ value_index + byte_index ] =
            (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );
      }
   }

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   Clear32257( morrph_address, morrph_data);

   return(0);
}

/************************************************
**  Clear 32257 memory from specified morrph.  **
************************************************/

int Clear32257( unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   int value_index, byte_index;

   /* Obtain exclusive access to MORRPH I/O ports. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Perform reset function. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x24 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Initialize write sequence. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x23 );
   outb( morrph_data   , 0    );
   outb( morrph_address, 0x22 );
   outb( morrph_data   , 0    );
   outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );
   outb( morrph_data   , 0    );
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

   /* Reset entire memory are to zero. */
   for( value_index = 0; value_index < (MEMORY_SIZE/4); value_index ++)
   {
      /* Write current value to data port. */
      outb( morrph_data, 0 );
   }

   /* Permit other processes to access MORRPH I/O space. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   return(0);
}
_
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10.7. RdRTHist.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    RDRTHIST.CPP                                                   **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Read realtime b/w and color histograms             **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR

#define MORRPH_MODULES

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <os2.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"

/************************************************************
** Read psuedo and black/white histogram from MORRPH card. **
************************************************************/

int ReadRealtimeHistograms( unsigned long *hist_bw, unsigned long *hist_pc,
   unsigned long *number_pixels, unsigned short morrph_address,
   unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   unsigned long color_pixels = 0, bw_pixels = 0, hold_time;
   int channel_index, data_index, start_index, stop_index;
   unsigned char *values_pc;
   unsigned char *values_bw;

   /* Set values for work pointers. */
   values_pc = (unsigned char *)hist_pc;
   values_bw = (unsigned char *)hist_bw;

   /* Set number of valid pixels to zero. */
   *number_pixels = 0;

   /* Verify that multiple access to MORRPH ports will not occur. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Set MORRPH to collect black/white histograms. */
   outb( morrph_address, BW );
   outb( morrph_data, 0xff);

   /* Set MORRPH to collect pseudo color histograms. */
   outb( morrph_address, PC );
   outb( morrph_data, 0xff);

   /* Output reset to MORRPH card. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x21);
   outb( morrph_data, 0x21);

   /* Read current system time. */
   hold_time = time( NULL ) + 5;

   /* Pause before continuing. */
   DosSleep( 10 );

   /* Wait until histograms are read or until timeout. */
   while( !(inb( morrph_data ) & 0x80) )
   {
      /* Release semaphore. */
      ReleaseInterrupts();
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      /* Pause briefly. */
      DosSleep( 10 );

      /* Regain semaphore. */
      BlockInterrupts( );

      /* Select finished register. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );

      /* If more than 5 seconds has passed, ... */
      if( hold_time < time( NULL ) )
      {
         /* Release semaphore for I/O port access. */
         ReleaseInterrupts();

         return( ERR_MORRPH_TIMEOUT );
      }
   }

   /* Set flag that ready to read psuedo color histogram. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );

   /* Short pause before continuing. */
   DosSleep( 100 );

   /* Loop through 8 channels of SRAM. */
   for( channel_index = 0; channel_index < 8; channel_index++ )
   {
      /* Select channel from which read is to occur. */
      outb( morrph_data, channel_index );

      /* Determine start and stop indices. */
      start_index = (channel_index << 10);
      stop_index = start_index + 1024;

      /* Loop through memory locations within current channel. */
      for( data_index = start_index; data_index < stop_index; data_index++ )
      {
         /* Read current value from I/O port. */
         values_pc[ data_index ]= (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );

         /* If full double word has been read, ... */
         if( (data_index & 0x03) == 3 )
         {
            /* Increment number of color pixels accumulated. */
            color_pixels += hist_pc[ data_index >> 2 ];
         }
      }
   }

   /* Reset to read B/W histogram. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x40 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Read black and white histogram values. */
   for( data_index = 0; data_index < 1024; data_index++ )
   {
      /* Read current value from I/O port. */
      values_bw[ data_index ] = (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );

      /* If full double word has been read, ... */
      if( (data_index & 0x03) == 3 )
      {
         /* Increment number of b/w pixels accumulated. */
         bw_pixels += hist_bw[ data_index >> 2 ];
      }
   }

   /* Release semaphore for I/O port access. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   /* Number of pixels from B/W histogram must match color histogram. */
   if( bw_pixels == color_pixels )
   {
      /* Set number of pixels for return buffer. */
      *number_pixels = color_pixels;

      /* Return no error code to calling program. */
      return( 0 );
   }
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   DosBeep( 1000, 100 );
   DosBeep( 1000, 100 );
   DosBeep( 1000, 100 );

   /* Return error code to calling program. */
   return( ERR_VERIFICATION );
}

/*****************************************************
** Read only black and white histogram from MORRPH. **
*****************************************************/

int ReadBlackWhiteHistogram( unsigned long **bw_hist,
   unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   int data_index;
   unsigned char *values_bw;

   /* Allocate memory for local character pointer. */
   if( (values_bw = (unsigned char *)malloc( 1024 )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_MALLOC );
   }

   /* Set allocated memory to return pointer. */
   *bw_hist = (unsigned long *)values_bw;

   /* Short delay to give bw histogram time to transfer. */
   DosSleep( 100 );

   /* Request semaphore for I/O port access. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Set morrph to retrieve mode. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x40 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Short delay to give morrph time to switch modes. */
   DosSleep( 100 );

   /* Read black and white histogram values. */
   for( data_index = 0; data_index < 1024; data_index++ )
   {
      /* Read current value from I/O port. */
      values_bw[ data_index ] = (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );
   }

   /* Release semaphore for I/O port access. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   return( 0 );
}
_
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10.8. CImage.h
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    CIMAGE.H                                                       **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Read realtime full color image from MORRPH board.  **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

#ifndef CIMAGE_HEADER
#define CIMAGE_HEADER

#define IMAGE_ALLOCATION_UNITS         16384
#define MAXIMUM_ALLOCATION_UNITS       8

#ifdef INCL_GPIBITMAPS

/* Structure used to contain image returned from MORRPH board. */
typedef struct image_buffer
{
   RGB2 *image;

   unsigned long number_pixels;

   struct image_buffer *next;
   struct image_buffer *previous;

} IMAGE_BUFFER;

/* Function prototypes. */

int ReadColorImage( IMAGE_BUFFER **buffer, int number_pixels, int test_pixel,
   int threshold, unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

int ReadSingleLine( RGB2 *pixels, int number_pixels,
   unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

int DestroyImageBuffer( IMAGE_BUFFER **buffer );

IMAGE_BUFFER *CreateImageBuffer( );

#endif

int ReadCameraLightLevels( unsigned char *pixels, int total_pixels,
   int top_pixels, int top_offset, int btm_pixels, int btm_offset );

int ReadAverageLightLevels( float *light_values, int number_values,
   int start_pixel, int number_lines, int surface_flag );

int ReadSingleLine( unsigned char *pixels, int max_pixels, int number_pixels,
  int pixel_offset, unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data );

unsigned long ReadLightLevel( int surface_flag );

#endif
_
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10.9. CImage.cpp
/**********************************************************************
**                                                                   **
**    CIMAGE.CPP                                                     **
**                                                                   **
**    Programmer:    Will King                                       **
**    Modified:      Brent F. MacLeod                                **
**    Date:          10/05/95                                        **
**                                                                   **
**    Purpose:    Read realtime full color image from MORRPH board.  **
**                                                                   **
**********************************************************************/

/* Defines used to force includes for window controls. */
#define INCL_NOCOMMON
#define INCL_DOSPROCESS
#define INCL_DOSERRORS
#define INCL_DOSFILEMGR
#define INCL_GPIBITMAPS

#define MORRPH_MODULES
#define INCLUDE_IMAGE_BUFFER

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <memory.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <os2.h>

#include "..\portio.h"
#include "morrph.h"
#include "cimage.h"

/*********************************************
** Read full color image from MORRPH board. **
*********************************************/

int ReadColorImage( IMAGE_BUFFER **buffer, int number_pixels, int test_pixel,
   int threshold, unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   RGB2 *test_RGB;
   IMAGE_BUFFER *current_buffer, *previous_buffer;
   unsigned long image_timeout;
   int image_complete = 0, number_allocations = 1, board_located = 0;
   int pixels_remaining = IMAGE_ALLOCATION_UNITS, current_pixel = 0;
   int error_code = 0, blank_line = 0;

   /* Time when image acquisition begins. */
   image_timeout = time( NULL ) + 2;

   /* Allocate memory for image buffer. */
   if( (current_buffer = CreateImageBuffer( ) ) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_MALLOC );
   }

   /* Set return buffer to beginning of image linked list. */
   *buffer = current_buffer;

   /* Obtain excluse use of MORRPH I/O space. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Set width of image to be accumulated. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );
   outb( morrph_data, (unsigned short)( (number_pixels + 3) >> 2 ) );

   /* Release interrupts before loop is entered. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   /* Loop until entire image has been read. */
   while( !image_complete )
   {
      /* Acquired semaphore before light checking begins. */
      BlockInterrupts();

      /* Read single line of data from MORRPH board. */
      error_code = ReadSingleLine( &current_buffer->image[ current_pixel ],
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         number_pixels, morrph_address, morrph_data );

      /* Release semaphore after line acquired. */
      ReleaseInterrupts();

      /* If error occurred, break from loop. */
      if( error_code ) break;

      /* Pointer to test pixel. */
      test_RGB = &current_buffer->image[ current_pixel + test_pixel ];

      /* Determine if test pixel is above threshold. */
      if( test_RGB->bRed > threshold || test_RGB->bGreen > threshold ||
          test_RGB->bBlue > threshold )
      {
         /* Set flag that current line is not blank. */
         blank_line = 0;

         /* Set flag that board has been located. */
         board_located = 1;
      }

      /* If board has been located, and no board for last four lines. */
      else if( board_located && blank_line++ > 4 )
      {
         /* End of board has been located. */
         image_complete = 1;
         break;
      }

      /* Else, no board has yet been detected. */
      else if( !board_located )
      {
         /* Check timeout condition waiting for board. */
         if( image_timeout < time( NULL ) )
         {
            /* Set error code. */
            error_code = ERR_MORRPH_TIMEOUT;
            break;
         }

         /* Return to top of loop. */
         continue;
      }

      /* Reduce number of pixels remaining in current buffer. */
      pixels_remaining -= number_pixels;

      /* Move counter to next group of pixels. */
      current_pixel += number_pixels;

      /* If current buffer cannot hold complete data set, ... */
      if( pixels_remaining < number_pixels )
      {
         /* Set total number of pixels for current buffer. */
         current_buffer->number_pixels = current_pixel;

         /* If maximum number of image buffers has been allocated, ... */
         if( number_allocations++ > MAXIMUM_ALLOCATION_UNITS )
         {
            /* Set flag that image is complete. */
            image_complete = 1;
            break;
         }

         /* Current buffer should be previous buffer for next. */
         previous_buffer = current_buffer;

         /* Allocate memory for next image buffer. */
         if( (current_buffer->next = CreateImageBuffer( ) ) == NULL )
         {
            /* Set error code and break from loop. */
            error_code = ERR_MALLOC;
            break;
         }

         /* Set current buffer equal to next in chain. */
         current_buffer = current_buffer->next;

         /* Set previous buffer in chain. */
         current_buffer->previous = previous_buffer;
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         /* Reset counters. */
         current_pixel = 0;
         pixels_remaining = IMAGE_ALLOCATION_UNITS;
      }

   } /* End while loop waiting for image. */

   /* Set pixel count for current buffer. */
   current_buffer->number_pixels = current_pixel;

   /* If error code was detected, ... */
   if( !image_complete )
   {
      /* Free all memory allocated for image buffer. */
      DestroyImageBuffer( buffer );
   }

   return( error_code );
}

/**************************************************************
** Read single line of image data from both MORRPH surfaces. **
**************************************************************/

int ReadCameraLightLevels( unsigned char *pixels, int total_pixels,
   int top_pixels, int top_offset, int btm_pixels, int btm_offset )
{
   int top_error, btm_error, pixel_index;

   /* Obtain excluse use of MORRPH I/O space. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Set width of image for top MORRPH to be accumulated. */
   outb( TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21 );
   outb( TOP_MORRPH_DATA, (unsigned short)top_pixels >> 2);

   /* Set width of image for top MORRPH to be accumulated. */
   outb( BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS, 0x21 );
   outb( BTM_MORRPH_DATA, (unsigned short)btm_pixels >> 2 );

   do
   {
      /* Read single line of data from top surface MORRPH board. */
      if( (top_error = ReadSingleLine( &pixels[ total_pixels ], total_pixels,
          top_pixels, top_offset, TOP_MORRPH_ADDRESS, TOP_MORRPH_DATA )) != 0 )
      {
         /* Set all pixels to zero. */
         memset( &pixels[ total_pixels ], 0, total_pixels * 3 );
      }

      /* Read single line of data from bottom surface MORRPH board. */
      if( (btm_error = ReadSingleLine( &pixels[ total_pixels * 5 ],
          total_pixels, btm_pixels, btm_offset, BTM_MORRPH_ADDRESS,
          BTM_MORRPH_DATA )) != 0 )
      {
         /* Set all pixels to zero. */
         memset( &pixels[ total_pixels * 5 ], 0, total_pixels * 3 );
      }

      /* Loop through all pixels and determine combined light levels. */
      for( pixel_index = 0; pixel_index < total_pixels; pixel_index++ )
      {
         /* Top surface pixels. */
         pixels[ pixel_index ] =
            ( pixels[ pixel_index + total_pixels ] +
              pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 2 ) ] +
              pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 3 ) ] ) / 3;

         /* Bottom surface pixels. */
         pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 4 ) ] =
            ( pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 5 ) ] +
              pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 6 ) ] +
              pixels[ pixel_index + (total_pixels * 7 ) ] ) / 3;
      }
   } while( 0 );

   /* Free access to MORRPH board. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();
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   return( top_error | btm_error );
}

/**************************************************************
** Read single line of image data from both MORRPH surfaces. **
**************************************************************/

int ReadAverageLightLevels( float *light_values, int number_values,
   int start_pixel, int number_lines, int surface_flag )
{
   float line_inverse;
   int error_code = 0, pixel_index, number_pixels, line_index, color_index;
   int start_index, stop_index, value_index;
   unsigned char *pixels;

   /* Number of pixels to be read from MORRPH. */
   number_pixels = start_pixel + number_values;

   /* Check passed parameters for validity. */
   if( number_values <= 0 || number_lines <= 0 || start_pixel < 0 )
   {
      return( ERR_PASSED_PARAMETER );
   }

   /* Allocate temporary memory to hold single line of pixel data. */
   if( (pixels = (unsigned char *)malloc( number_pixels * 3 )) == NULL )
   {
      return( ERR_MALLOC );
   }

   /* Obtain excluse use of MORRPH I/O space. */
   BlockInterrupts();

   /* Set width of image for specified MORRPH to be accumulated. */
   outb( Xmorrph_address[ surface_flag ], 0x21 );
   outb( Xmorrph_data[ surface_flag ],
      (unsigned short)( (number_pixels + 3) >> 2 ) );

   /* Loop through all lines to be included in average. */
   for( line_index = 0; line_index < number_lines; line_index++ )
   {
      /* Read single line of data from top surface MORRPH board. */
      if( (error_code = ReadSingleLine( pixels, number_pixels, number_pixels, 0,
         Xmorrph_address[ surface_flag ], Xmorrph_data[ surface_flag ] )) != 0 )
      {
         break;
      }

      /* Value index always starts at zero. */
      value_index = 0;

      /* Loop through three color channels. */
      for( color_index = 0; color_index < 3; color_index++ )
      {
         /* Calculate start and stop location for pixel index. */
         start_index = ( color_index * number_pixels ) + start_pixel;
         stop_index = start_index + number_values;

         /* Loop through all pixels and determine combined light levels. */
         for( pixel_index = start_index; pixel_index < stop_index;
              pixel_index++ )
         {
            /* Add current line of pixels to sum. */
            light_values[ value_index++ ] += (float)pixels[ pixel_index ];
         }
      }
   }

   /* Free access to MORRPH board. */
   ReleaseInterrupts();

   /* Calculate floating point inverse of number of lines. */
   line_inverse = (float)1.0 / (float)number_lines;

   /* Calculate average from pixel sum. */
   for( value_index = 0; value_index < number_values * 3; value_index++ )
   {
      /* Average from sum. */
      light_values[ value_index ] *= line_inverse;
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   }

   /* Free allocated memory. */
   free( pixels );

   return( error_code );
}

/**********************************************
** Read single image line from MORRPH board. **
**********************************************/

int ReadSingleLine( RGB2 *pixels, int number_pixels,
   unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   unsigned long line_timeout;
   int loop_count = 0, pixel_index, channel_index;
   unsigned char *data_ptr;

   /* Set collect mode. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );
   outb( morrph_data,    0xff );

   /* Select finished register. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );

   /* Pause to permit card to respond. */
   /*DosSleep( 100 );*/

   /* Save start time. */
   line_timeout = time( NULL ) + 5;

   /* Wait for width pixels to be accumulated. */
   while( inb( morrph_data ) == 0 )
   {
      /* Release semaphore. */
      ReleaseInterrupts();

      /* Pause briefly. */
      DosSleep( 0 );

      /* Regain semaphore. */
      BlockInterrupts( );

      /* Select finished register. */
      outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );

      /* Check time every 10000 iterations. */
      if( loop_count++ > 10000 )
      {
         /* Check if maximum time has expired. */
         if( line_timeout < time( NULL ) )
         {
            /* Set error code. */
            return( ERR_MORRPH_TIMEOUT );
         }

         /* Reset loop count back to 0. */
         loop_count = 0;
      }
   }

   /* Set morrph for retrieve mode for channel 0. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Read image from morrph board. */
   for( channel_index = 0; channel_index < 3; channel_index++ )
   {
      /* Select channel to be read. */
      outb( morrph_data, channel_index );

      /* Pointer to current sequence of RGB2 structures. */
      data_ptr = ((unsigned char *)pixels) + ( 2 - channel_index );

      /* Read all data for current channel. */
      for( pixel_index = 0; pixel_index < number_pixels; pixel_index++ )
      {
         /* Read current pixel from MORRPH card. */
         *data_ptr = (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );
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         /* Move to next RBG2 structure. */
         data_ptr += sizeof( RGB2 );
      }
   }

   return( 0 );
}

/**********************************************
** Read single image line from MORRPH board. **
**********************************************/

int ReadSingleLine( unsigned char *pixels, int max_pixels, int number_pixels,
   int pixel_offset, unsigned short morrph_address, unsigned short morrph_data )
{
   unsigned long line_timeout;
   int loop_count = 0, pixel_index, channel_index, data_index = 0;
   unsigned short byte_value;

   /* Set collect mode. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );
   outb( morrph_data,    (unsigned short)0xff );

   /* Select finished register. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x21 );

   /* Pause to permit card to respond. */
   /*DosSleep( 100 );*/

   /* Save start time. */
   line_timeout = time( NULL ) + 5;

   /* Wait for width pixels to be accumulated. */
   while( (byte_value = inb( morrph_data)) == 0 )
   {
      /* Check time every 10000 iterations. */
      if( loop_count++ > 10000 )
      {
         /* Check if maximum time has expired. */
         if( line_timeout < time( NULL ) )
         {
            /* Set error code. */
            return( ERR_MORRPH_TIMEOUT );
         }

         /* Reset loop count back to 0. */
         loop_count = 0;
      }
   }

   /* Set morrph for retrieve mode for channel 0. */
   outb( morrph_address, 0x20 );
   outb( morrph_data, 0 );

   /* Read image from morrph board. */
   for( channel_index = 0; channel_index < 3; channel_index++ )
   {
      /* Select channel to be read. */
      outb( morrph_data, channel_index );

      /* Set starting data point. */
      data_index = (channel_index * max_pixels) + pixel_offset;

      /* Read all data for current channel. */
      for( pixel_index = pixel_offset;
           pixel_index < pixel_offset + number_pixels; pixel_index++ )
      {
         /* Read current pixel from MORRPH card. */
         pixels[ data_index++ ] = (unsigned char)inb( morrph_data );
      }
   }

   return( 0 );
}

/********************************************************
** Allocate memory block to serve as buffer for image. **
********************************************************/
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IMAGE_BUFFER *CreateImageBuffer( )
{
   IMAGE_BUFFER *buffer;

   /* Allocate single message buffer. */
   if( (buffer = (IMAGE_BUFFER *)calloc( 1, sizeof( IMAGE_BUFFER ) )) == NULL )
   {
      /* Return failure to allocate memory. */
      return( NULL );
   }

   /* Allocate buffer to actually hold image. */
   if( (buffer->image = (RGB2 *)
      malloc( sizeof( RGB2 ) * IMAGE_ALLOCATION_UNITS )) == NULL )
   {
      /* Free memory allocated for structure itself. */
      free( buffer );
      return( NULL );
   }

   /* Return allocated buffer. */
   return( buffer );
}

/******************************************************************
** Deallocate all memory blocks in linked list for MORRPH image. **
******************************************************************/

int DestroyImageBuffer( IMAGE_BUFFER **buffer )
{
   IMAGE_BUFFER *current_buffer, *next_buffer;
   int number_destroyed = 0;

   /* Set transmitted buffer to local variable. */
   next_buffer = *buffer;

   /* Set return parameter to NULL. */
   *buffer = NULL;

   /* While next buffer is not NULL. */
   while( next_buffer != NULL )
   {
      /* Increment number buffers destroyed. */
      number_destroyed++;

      /* Set to current buffer. */
      current_buffer = next_buffer;

      /* Free image buffer. */
      free( current_buffer->image );

      /* Reset pointer to next buffer. */
      next_buffer = current_buffer->next;

      /* Current current image control structure. */
      free( current_buffer );
   }

   return( number_destroyed );
}

/**************************************************
** Read light values for specified morrph board. **
**************************************************/

unsigned long ReadLightLevel( int surface_flag )
{
   unsigned long light_level;

   /* Attempt to gain access to semaphore. */
   if( BlockInterrupts( ) != 0 && BlockInterrupts( ) != 0 )
   {
      return( 0 );
   }

   /* Set address to read high byte of light value. */
   outb( Xmorrph_address[ surface_flag ], 0x00 );
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   /* Read high value from MORRPH. */
   light_level = (unsigned long)
      ( inb( Xmorrph_data[ surface_flag ] ) & (unsigned short)0xFF );

   light_level <<= 8;

   /* Set address to read low byte of light value. */
   outb( Xmorrph_address[ surface_flag ], 0x01 );

   /* Read low value from MORRPH. */
   light_level |= (unsigned long)
      ( inb( Xmorrph_data[ surface_flag ] ) & (unsigned short)0xFF );
   light_level <<= 3;

   /* Free access to MORRPH. */
   ReleaseInterrupts( );

   return( light_level );
}
_
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